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We propose an exactly solvable lattice Hamiltonian model of topological phases in 3 + 1 dimensions, based
on a generic finite group G and a 4-cocycle ω over G. We show that our model has topologically protected
degenerate ground states and obtain the formula of its ground state degeneracy on the 3-torus. In particular, the
ground state spectrum implies the existence of purely three-dimensional looplike quasiexcitations specified by
two nontrivial flux indices and one charge index. We also construct other nontrivial topological observables of the
model, namely the SL(3,Z) generators as the modular S and T matrices of the ground states, which yield a set
of topological quantum numbers classified by ω and quantities derived from ω. Our model fulfills a Hamiltonian
extension of the (3 + 1)-dimensional Dijkgraaf-Witten topological gauge theory with a gauge group G. This
work is presented to be accessible for a wide range of physicists and mathematicians.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Because of their potential applications—in particular to
topological quantum computation—phases of matter with
intrinsic topological order [1–15] that are realizable in two
dimensions have received substantial attention. Celebrated
candidates of two-dimensional topological phases include
chiral spin liquids [2,16], Z2 spin liquids [17–19], Abelian
quantum Hall states [20–22], and non-Abelian fractional
quantum Hall states [23–27].
Symmetry plays a central role in two-dimensional topologi-
cal phases: a large class of two-dimensional topological phases
have an underlying (2 + 1)-dimensional effective gauge theory
description. On top of the gauge symmetry, the degenerate
ground states, and hence the quasiexcitations—the anyons—
respect a much larger hidden symmetry, usually described by
a quantum group or modular tensor category based on the
gauge group [28,29]. That is, the anyons carry representations
of the quantum group. This is evident, for example, in the
Kitaev toric code model [7] and the twisted quantum double
(TQD) model [12,13,30], where the induced quantum group
symmetry is the (twisted) quantum double of the finite gauge
group of the underlying Dijkgraaf-Witten (DW) topological
gauge theory [31]. It is then natural to ask if the same physics
applies to three dimensions—the physical spatial dimension.
Can one build a model of three-dimensional topological phases
based on a (3 + 1)-dimensional topological gauge theory?
Would there still be topologically protected ground states
that respect a larger hidden symmetry based on the gauge
symmetry? What mathematical structure describes the larger
symmetry? Would there be new types of quasiexcitations,
and would they remain in one-to-one relationship with the
ground states? What quantum numbers would characterize the
ground states and the excitations? How would such excitations
connect to the two-dimensional ones? These are some crucial
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questions to deepen our understanding of topological phases
in all dimensions and the role of symmetry.
As an attempt to answer some of the questions above,
in this paper, we propose an exactly solvable Hamiltonian
extension of the (3 + 1)-dimensional DW gauge theory with
general finite gauge groups on a lattice. We shall name our
model the twisted gauge theory (TGT) model, in the sense that
the usual gauge transformations in the underlying gauge theory
with a gauge group G is twisted by a U (1) 4-cocycle ω in the
fourth cohomology group of G, H 4[G,U (1)]. We rigorously
derive the ground state degeneracy (GSD) on the 3-torus, the
topological quantum numbers of the ground states, e.g., their
topological spins as the modular T matrix, and their modular S
matrix, which are expected to be shared by the quasiexcitations
corresponding to the ground states. This model also naturally
extends the TQD model based on the DW gauge theory
in 2 + 1 dimensions twisted by a 3-cocycle over the gauge
group. Indeed, the (3 + 1)-dimensional TGT model, when
dimensionally reduced to two dimensions, reproduces the
(2 + 1)-dimensional TQD model [32].
The meaning of Hamiltonian extension can be understood
in this way: as a topological field theory, the DW theory does
not have a nonvanishing Hamiltonian from Legendre trans-
form; when the DW theory is placed on a (3 + 1)-dimensional
space-time with boundaries, the boundary terms ensuring
the gauge invariance of the theory induce gauge invariant
boundary degrees of freedom, which are in one-to-one cor-
respondence with the ground states of the corresponding TGT
model. Consequently, the partition function of the DW theory
coincides with the GSD of the corresponding TGT model.
We note that recently there are also studies [15,32–39] of
certain aspects of three-dimensional topological phases. But
these studies either are based only on untwisted gauge theories,
or restrict to Abelian gauge groups, or focus merely on the
braiding or fusion properties of quasiexcitation but do not
examine the detailed properties of the lattice Hamiltonian that
yields the excitations being studied. In this work, however, we
tackle this challenge.
We derive our results in this order. Section II proposes
our TGT model. Section III lays down the general setting
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for the topological observables. Section IV deduces our first
topological observable, the ground-state degeneracy (GSD) on
a 3-torus and the topological degrees of freedom. Section V
fabricates two more topological observables, the modular S
and T matrices on a 3-torus. Section VI derives the explicit
formulas of the topological (fractional) quantum numbers
associated with the topological observables and classifies them
generally. Section VII exemplifies our model concretely with
a number of finite groups and different types of the 4-cocycles
of these groups. Section VIII explains why our model is a
Hamiltonian extension of the DW theory in 3 + 1 dimensions.
Section IX concludes and outlines some future directions. The
Appendixes collect the definitions, derivations, and proofs that
are too detailed to appear in the main text.
II. MODEL CONSTRUCTION
We establish the generic Hamiltonian of our model on
graphs consisting of tetrahedra embedded in 3-spatial dimen-
sions. A Hilbert space of our model is comprised of all possible
assignments of a group element of a finite group to each edge
of the graph. Our model is exactly solvable on such Hilbert
spaces.
A. Defining data
We define our model on a graph embedded in a closed,
orientable, three-dimensional manifold, e.g., a 3-sphere or a
3-torus. Such a graph  consists of solely tetrahedra (e.g.,
Fig. 1) and is free of any open edges. It may be taken as the
simplical triangulation of the closed 3-manifold it is embedded
in. In this regard, a tetrahedron is also known as a 3-simplex.
We assign ordered labels to the vertices of  and call such
labels enumerations. The model is independent of the vertex
enumerations as long as we keep their relative order consistent
in the calculation.
We denote our model by HG,ω, as indicating its character-
izing data—a triple (H,G,ω). The element H in the triple is
the Hamiltonian to be defined later. And G is a finite group,
Abelian or non-Abelian. The third element ω is a normalized
4-cocycle to be explained below. We assign to each edge of ,
on which HG,ω is defined, a group element of G and orient it
from the vertex with a larger enumeration to the one smaller
FIG. 1. Crop of a graph that represents the basis vectors in the
Hilbert space. Each edge ab, with a < b, is oriented from the larger
enumeration to the smaller and is assigned a group element, ab ∈ G.
(see Fig. 1). All possible configurations of the group elements
on the edges of  comprise the Hilbert space of the model
on :
H = span{{g1,g2, . . . ,gE}|ge ∈ G}, (1)
where E counts the number of edges in . A generic
tetrahedron abcd with ordered vertices a < b < c < d has
the following natural orientation by handedness.
Convention 1. One can grab the triangle of abcd that does
not contain the largest vertex, i.e., the triangle abc, along the
boundary of the triangle, such that the three vertices are in
ascending order, while the thumb points to the rest vertex d
of the tetrahedron. If one must use one’s right hand to achieve
this, abcd’s orientation is +, or (abcd) = 1; otherwise −, or
(abcd) = −1.
Conveniently, we denote by ab for both an edge from b to
a with a < b and the group element on the edge. We let ab
be the inverse element of ab, and ba = ab is understood. The
H has a natural inner product:
= δab,a′b′δbc,b′c′δac,a′c′
. . . , (2)
where the “. . .” neglects the δ functions on all the rest triangles
that are not depicted but should be understood likewise.
Generically, on the three sides of any triangle, e.g., the ab, bc,
and ac on the LHS of Eq. (2), the three corresponding group
elements are independent of each other, i.e., ab · bc = ac. Our
notations and convention make it unnecessary to draw the
group elements explicitly in a basis graph.
The aforementioned third ingredient, a normalized 4-
cocycle ω ∈ H 4[G,U (1)], is a function ω : G4 → U (1) that
satisfies the 4-cocycle condition
[g1,g2,g3,g4][g0,g1 · g2,g3,g4][g0,g1,g3,g3 · g4]
[g0 · g1,g2,g3,g4][g0,g1,g2 · g3,g4][g0,g1,g2,g3] = 1 (3)
for all gi ∈ G, where we simplify the notation by
ω(g1,g2,g3,g4) := [g1,g2,g3,g4],
and satisfies the normalization condition
[1,g,h,k] = [g,1,h,k] = [g,h,1,k] = [g,h,k,1] = 1, (4)
for any g,h,k ∈ G. A basic introduction to cohomology groups
Hn[G,U (1)] of finite groups is organized in Appendix A.
We stress that this normalization condition is not an ad hoc
extra condition imposed on the 4-cocycles; instead, any group
4-cocycle naturally satisfies this condition. The reason is that
any 4-cocycle ω is an equivalence class of the 4-cocycles that
differ by merely a 3-coboundary δα, where α is a 3-cochain,
a function from G3 to U (1), and δ is the coboundary operator
defined in Appendix A. Any 4-cocycle equivalence class can
be shown to possess a representative always satisfying the
normalization condition (4).
Notice that every group has a trivial 4-cocycle ω0 ≡ 1 for
the whole G. A 4-cocycle can be defined on any subgraph—a
3-complex—composed of four tetrahedra, which share a vertex
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FIG. 2. (a) Defining graph of the 4-cocycle [v1v2,v2v3,v3
v4,v4v5]. (b) For [v1v2,v2v3,v3v4,v4v5]−1.
and any two of which share a triangle. Consider Fig. 2(a),
for instance. There are four tetrahedra v1v2v3v5, v1v2v4v5,
v1v2v3v4, and v2v3v4v5, and five vertices all are arranged in
the order v1 < v2 < v3 < v4 < v5; we define the 4-cocycle
for this subgraph by taking the four variables from left to
right to be the four group elements, v1v2, v2v3, v3v4, and
v4v5, which are along the path from the least vertex v1 to the
greatest vertex v5 passing v2, v3, and v4 in order; thus the
4-cocycle reads [v1v2,v2v3,v3v4,v4v5]. Note that the apparent
tetrahedron v1v3v4v5 in Fig. 2(a) does not exist because the
figure is purely three dimensional. Had one insisted upon the
existence of v1v3v4v5, one would have to place it in a fourth
dimension, such that the complex in Fig. 2(a) comprises the
boundary of a 4-simplex v1v2v3v4v5. In this sense, we can
also associate the 4-cocycle [v1v2,v2v3,v3v4,v4v5] with a 4-
simplex. We will come back to this viewpoint later.
Such a 3-complex is the simplest triangulation of a closed,
oriented 3-manifold. Physically, a 4-cocycle defined on such
a 3-complex can be regarded as a probabilistic weight, or
just a wave function, assigned to the state of the system
on the 3-complex. This is a physical reason why the 4-
cocycles considered here are U (1) numbers. Same 4-cocycles
also appear in the (3 + 1)-dimensional DW theory, as the
fundamental building blocks of the partition function of the
theory. We shall get to this point in Sec. VIII.
As opposed to Fig. 2(a), if we consider Fig. 2(b), which
differs from Fig. 2(a) by only the positions of the vertices v2
and v3, the corresponding 4-cocycle should be an inverse one,
[v1v2,v2v3,v3v4,v4v5]−1.
One hence notices that a complex v1v2v3v4v5 like those in
Fig. 2 defines a 4-cocycle ω(v1v2v3v4v5), where (v1v2v3v4v5) =
±1 is the orientation of the 3-complex that is determined by
the following convention.
Convention 2. One first chooses any of the four tetrahedra in
the defining graph of the complex and determines its orienta-
tion using handedness as described earlier, e.g., (v1v2v3v4) =
1 from Fig. 2(a) and (v1v2v3v5) = 1 from Fig. 2(b). One
then appends the remaining vertex to the beginning of the
ordered list of four vertices of the chosen tetrahedron, e.g.,
(v5,v1,v2,v3,v4) from Fig. 2(a) and (v4,v1,v2,v3,v5) from
Fig. 2(b). If the list can be turned into ascending order by
even permutations, such as (v5,v1,v2,v3,v4) from Fig. 2(a),
one has (v1v2v3v4v5) = (v1v2v3v4) = 1 and, otherwise,
(v1v2v3v4v5) = −(v1v2v3v5) = −1 from Fig. 2(b). The
result is independent of the choice of the tetrahedron.
The reader may notice some abuse of language in the sequel.
For instance, “a 4-cocycle” ω may stand for a class [ω], a
representative ω, or the evaluation of ω on a 3-complex. Also,
although Eq. (3) is the only 4-cocycle condition in an abstract
sense, from time to time, we may refer 4-cocycle conditions to
the evaluations of the condition (3) on different 4-simplices or
3-complexes. These however should not mislead contextually.
B. Lattice Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian of our model takes the form
H = −
∑
v
Av −
∑
f
Bf . (5)
Here Av is the vertex operator defined on each vertex v, and
Bf is the face operator defined at each triangular face f . As to
be seen, the 4-cocycles introduced in the previous subsection
will constitute the matrix elements of the operators Av and Bf .
As in the TQD model in (2 + 1)D, an operator Av facilitates
a gauge transformation of the group element on each edge
incident at v, and a Bf imposes the zero flux condition on
the face f . Thus the ground states of such a Hamiltonian are
gauge invariant and flux-free on all faces. We now elucidate
these operators.
The operator Bf acts on a basis vector as
Bf
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= δv1v2·v2v3·v3v1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
(6)
and yield a phase factor, a delta function δv1v2·v2v3·v3v1 , which is
unity if v1v2 · v2v3 · v3v1 = 1, the identity element of G, and
zero otherwise. Again, the ordering of v1,v2, and v3 is irrele-
vant because δv1v2·v2v3·v3v1 = δv3v1·v1v2·v2v3 and δv1v2·v2v3·v3v1 =
δv1v2·v2v3·v3v1 = δv3v1·v2v3·v1v2 = δv1v3·v3v2·v2v1 . Namely, on the
three sides of any triangle f with Bf = 1, the three group
elements obey the chain rule:
v1v3 = v1v2 · v2v3 (7)
for any enumerations v1,v2,v3 of f ’s vertices.
The operator Av is is more involved. It is an averaged sum
over the group G,
Av = 1|G|
∑
[vv′]=g∈G
Agv, (8)
where |G| is the order of G. The finer operator Agv acts on a
vertex v by a group element g ∈ G; it replaces v by another
enumeration v′ such that v′v = g. In our convention, the new
enumeration v′ must be “slightly” less than v but greater than
all the enumerations that are less than v in the original set
of enumerations before Agv acts. In a dynamical picture of
Hamiltonian evolution, Agv evolves v from one “time” to v′
at a later time, which results in an timelike edge v′v ∈ G
in the (3 + 1)-dimensional “space-time.”. Let us consider the
following simplest subgraph—a single tetrahedron—of some
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large  to illustrate how an Av acts on :
(9)
where v′4v4 = g. Now put together the two tetrahedra before
and after the action in the above equation as two spatial slices
and the edge v′4v4, which is not shown, as along the “time”
(the fourth) dimension, we obtain a 4-simplex. This is a path
integral picture, which motivates us to attribute the amplitude
of Agv4 to an evaluation of the 4-simplex, which is naturally
given by the 4-cocycle associated with the 4-simplex (recall
our earlier discussion). That is,
〈 ∣∣∣∣∣∣Agv4
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= δv′4v4,g
〈 〉
= δv′4v4,g[v1v2,v2v3,v3v′4,v′4v4](v1v2v3v
′
4v4)
= δv′4v4,g[v1v2,v2v3,v3v′4,v′4v4]−1, (10)
where the big bracket in the second row means an evaluation of
the 4-simplex in the bracket, which gives rise to the 4-cocycle
in the third row. The orientation appearing is understood this
way:
Convention 3. Since the new vertex v′4 is set to be slightly
off the 3D slice made of the tetrahedron v1v2v3v4, and since
every newly created vertex bears a label slightly less than that
of the original vertex acted on by the vertex operator, one
can always choose the convention such that (v1v2v3v′4v4) =
(v1v2v3v4)sgn(v′4,v1,v2,v3,v4). And sgn(v′4,v1,v2,v3,v4) is
the sign of the permutation that takes the list of vertices in the
argument to purely ascending as (v1,v2,v3,v′4,v4,v5), which
embraces the 4-simplex v1v2v3v′4v4.
By Convention 1 of tetrahedral orientation, we have
(v1v2v3v4) = 1 and clearly sgn(v′4,v1,v2,v3,v4) = −, leading
to the last equality in Eq. (10).
Note that the result above does not depend on how one
actually projects the 4-simplex on the plane. For example, one
may place the vertex v′4 completely outside of the tetrahedron
and should obtain the same orientation. It is however crucial
that any singular projection, e.g., placing v′4 right on a face or
edge, is forbidden. Moreover, if the ordering of the vertices
in the above example is changed, one may obtain a different
orientation accordingly.
There is a coordinate-based method of determining the
orientation of a 4-simplex or the 3-complex bounding a
4-simplex. Take the 3-complex on the RHS of Eq. (10) for
an example. One places the 3-complex in an Euclidean frame.
Then the sign of the determinant det[v1v2,v2v3,v3v′4,v′4v4] is
the orientation of the complex. Here we also use vivj for the
vector from vi to vj in the Euclidean frame. In the action
by the vertex operator Agv , however, the newly created vertex
v′ is assumed to be slightly smaller the v. That is, v′ is just
slightly off the three-dimensional manifold of the complex,
with a infinitesimal coordinate in the fourth dimension. Back
to the current example, the det[v1v2,v2v3,v3v′4,v′4v4] is simply
proportional to det[v1v2,v2v3,v4]. And the proportionality
factor the permutation sign of v′4 in the ordered list of the five
vertices, if we take the assumption that the fourth coordinate of
v′4 is positive. This is precisely the meaning of our Convention
3. The virtue of our method is that we no longer need to refer to
concrete coordinates of the vertices to compute the orientation
of a 3-complex or 4-simplex. In fact, our method naturally
generalizes to higher dimensions.
Because we consider closed graphs only, there are not any
boundary vertices; hence, unlike demonstrated in the simplest
example above, each Av actually acts on a vertex v that is
shared by more than one tetrahedra, and it should create more
than one 4-simplices, each of which contributes a 4-cocycle
to the amplitude. Bearing the convention introduced via the
simplest example above, we are now ready to show a typical
example in Eq. (11). We assume, without losing generality,
that the the five vertices are enumerated as v1 < v2 < v3 <
v4 < v5. The basis vector on the LHS of (11) is specified by
ten group elements, v1v2, v1v3, v1v4, v1v5, v2v3, v2v4, v2v5,
v3v4, v3v5, and v4v5. On this basis vector, Agv2 acts as
Agv2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= [v1v
′
2,v
′
2v2,v2v3,v3v5][v′2v2,v2v3,v3v4,v4v5]
[v1v′2,v′2v2,v2v3,v3v4][v1v′2,v′2v2,v2v4,v4v5]
× δv′2v2,g
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
, (11)
where the new enumerations are v1 < v′2 < v2 < v3 < v4 <
v5. The action of Agv2 also imposes on the newly created
triangles the following chain rules:
[v1v2] = [v1v′2] · [v′2v2],
[v′2v3] = [v′2v2] · [v2v3],
[v′2v4] = [v′2v2] · [v2v4],
[v′2v5] = [v′2v2] · [v2v5]. (12)
The amplitude of this Agv2 can be read off from the space-
time complex composed of tetrahedra before and after the
action and the tetrahedra sharing the “timelike” edge v′2v2, as
depicted in Fig. 3. In this figure, there are four 4-simplices,
namely v1v′2v2v3v4, v1v′2v2v3v5, v1v′2v2v4v5, and v′2v2v3v4v5,
whose orientations are respectively −1, +1, +1, and −1, as
determined by Convention 3. This explains the amplitude of
the Agv2 in Eq. (11). We emphasize again that Fig. 3 is merely
one possible projection of the 4-complex on the plane but our
result of the amplitude is independent of the projection.
Figure 3 also has a precise topological meaning. Had one
imagined the original 3-complex v1v2v3v4v5 as a 4-simplex
(although it is not one because v1v3v4v5 is not a tetrahedron
is the original setting), then Fig. 3 would be an illustration of
a four-dimensional Pachner move [40,41], the 1 → 5 move,
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FIG. 3. Topology of the action of Agv2 . The arrows are omitted for
simplicity because the vertex ordering is explicit.
which splits v1v2v3v4v5 into five 4-simplices, v1v′2v2v3v4,
v1v
′
2v2v3v5, v1v
′
2v2v4v5, v
′
2v2v3v4v5, and v1v′2v3v4v5, that do
not exist either because again v1v3v4v5 is not a tetrahedron.
The actual 1 → 5 move should take place in five dimensions.
We will come back to this point in the next section.
If v′2v2 = g = 1, the unit element of G, is true in Eq. (11),
then the amplitude becomes
[v1v′2,1,v2v3,v3v5][1,v2v3,v3v4,v4v5]
[v1v′2,1,v2v3,v3v4][v1v′2,1,v2v4,v4v5]
≡ 1 (13)
by the normalization condition (4). That is, Ag=1v = I, identity
operator. In this case, the A1v simply imposes the usual
gauge transformations in lattice gauge theories via the chain
rules (12).
In Appendix B, we show that all Bf and Av are mutually
commuting projection operators. Consequently, the ground
states of the Hamiltonian (5) are common +1 eigenvectors of
all these local projection operators. It is clear that the ground
states of the Hamiltonian (5) have exactly the same energy
and thus are degenerate, typically when the Hamiltonian is
defined in some nontrivial spatial topology, e.g., a 3-torus.
As we will show later, the degeneracy of these ground
states is a topological invariant that partially characterizes
our model. Moreover, the Hamiltonian (5) also indicates that
any excitation of the model has a finite gap of energy above
the degenerate ground states; hence each such Hamiltonian
describes a gapped phase. Such gapped phases exhibiting
topologically protected degenerate ground states are phases
with intrinsic topological order, or simply put, topological
phases. In two dimensions, a celebrated example would be
the Z2 spin liquid [7], whose GSD = 4 on a 2-torus. Another
significant two-dimensional example is the Fibonacci phase
[42], whose GSD is 2 on a 2-torus. The latter is known
to be the best candidate of realizing topological quantum
computation in two dimensions. Therefore, we are justified
to claim that our model describes topological phases in three
spatial dimensions. It deserves future effort to look for the
potential applications of the three-dimensional topological
phases yielded by our model.
Because Av imposes gauge transformations twisted by a 4-
cocycle, and because of another physical reason to be revealed
in Sec. IV B, we shall tentatively name our model the twisted
gauge theory (TGT) model.
C. Equivalent models due to equivalent 4-cocycles
Since we now have a TGT model defined by a 4-cocycle,
and since a 4-cocycle lies in an equivalence class of 4-
cocycles, one may ask whether two equivalent 4-cocycles
in an equivalence class define two equivalent models. To
answer this question, we begin with two TGT models HG,ω
and HG,ω′ , respectively, defined by two equivalent 4-cocycles
ω and ω′. We assume that ω and ω′ defer by merely a
4-coboundary δα of 3-cochain α : G3 → U (1) normalized by
α(1,y,z) = α(x,1,z) = α(x,y,1) = 1 for all x,y,z ∈ G:
ω′(g0,g1,g2,g3)
= δα(g0,g1,g2,g3)ω(g0,g1,g2,g3)
= α(g1,g2,g3)α(g0,g1g2,g3)
α(g0g1,g2,g3)α(g0,g1,g2g3)α(g0,g1,g2)
ω(g0,g1,g2,g3),
(14)
where gi ∈ G. Since each 4-cocycle is defined on a 3-
complex made of four tetrahedra, such as those in Fig. 2,
each 3-cochain α(g1,g2,g3) := [g1,g2,g3] can be defined on a
tetrahedron. Therefore, one can view Eq. (14) as a local gauge
transformation of the 4-cocycle ω. The two models are indeed
equivalent as we now demonstrate in below.
Because the amplitudes of the operators Bf are just δ
functions immune to the transformation (14), to see how HG,ω′
and HG,ω are related, one needs only to study the operators
A
g
v (ω′) and Agv (ω). There is no loss of generality to revisit
the vertex operators on the common vertex of four tetrahedra,
similar to that in Eq. (11). Equation (14) makes the following
derivation straightforward:
A
g
2(ω′)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= [01,12
′,2′2,23]′[02′,2′2,23,34]′
[01,12′,2′2,24]′[12′,2′2,23,34]′
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= [01,12,23][12,23,34][02,23,34][01,12,24]×
[01,12′,2′2,23][02′,2′2,23,34]
[01,12′,2′2,24][12′,2′2,23,34]
× [02
′,2′3,34][01,12′,2′4]
[01,12′,2′3][12′,2′3,34]
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
, (15)
where for simplicity the δ-function δ[2′2],g is implicit. In the
second equality above, the second term containing four ω’s
is exactly the amplitude of Ag2(ω). Moving the first fraction
of α’s in the second equality above to the LHS indicates the
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action of Ag2(ω′) on the rescaled state
[02,23,34][01,12,24]
[01,12,23][12,23,34]
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
,
which agrees with the that of Ag2(ω) on the original state. Beingjust a local U (1) phase, such rescaling can factorize into the
local U (1) transformations on the basis tetrahedral states:
(16)
where (abcd) is the orientation of the tetrahedron abcd. The
amplitude of the Agv (ω′) in the new basis coincides with that
of the Agv (ω) in the original basis; hence the two Hamiltonians
HG,ω and HG,ω′ would have the same spectrum.
Any two 4-cocycles related by ω′ = ωδα can be con-
tinuously deformed into each other. To this end, let us
define a 3-cochain α(t)(x,y,z) = α(x,y,z)t , with 0  t  1
a continuous parameter. Then, for all 0  t  1, ω(t) = ωδα(t)
is equivalent to ω, with ω(0) = ω and ω(1) = ω′. As a result, in
Eq. (16), with α = [ab,bc,cd] replaced by α(t), the local U (1)
transformation becomes continuous, such that the Hamiltonian
remains gapped for any t ; hence no phase transition occurs
in the one-parameter passage with the Hamiltonian HG,ω(t)
from 0  t  1. Therefore, the gapped Hamiltonians HG,ω′
and HG,ω defined by two equivalent 4-cocycles ω′ and ω do
describe the same topological order.
III. FROM SYMMETRIES TO TOPOLOGICAL
OBSERVABLES
To understand the observables and symmetries of topo-
logical phases, we start by drawing an analogy between
hydrodynamics and topological phases. The diffeomorphism
group acting on the fluid offers a systematic way to examine
the topological properties of hydrodynamical fluid, such as
the stability and interactions of currents and fluxes [43]. On
the other hand, the topological properties of a discrete model
of topological phases can be systematically examined by the
discrete diffeomorphisms. These properties include the GSD
and the braiding and fusion of the quasiexcitations.
The discrete diffeomorphisms we shall consider are the
mutations transformations of the graph. These transformations
alter the local graph structure but preserve the topology of the
3-manifold in which the graph is embedded. A topological
observable is then a Hermitian operator invariant under the
these mutation transformations.
Although many condensed-matter and other physical sys-
tems may not possess the mutation (or diffeomorphism)
symmetry, certain discrete models of topological phases,
such as the Kitaev model [5,7], the Levin-Wen model [6],
and the Walker-Wang model [33], do respect this kind of
symmetry, in the sense that their ground state Hilbert spaces
are invariant under the mutation transformations pertinent to
their constructions. Therefore, we can adopt any topological
observable, e.g., the GSD, of these models to characterize
them, at least partially.
That said, we now devise the mutation transformations in
our model. They form a unitary symmetry of the ground states
of our model. As such, the GSD to be derived is indeed a
topological observable of our model.
As proven in Appendix B, Av and Bf are projectors and
commute with each other. Thus each ground state is a +1
eigenvector shared by all the operators Av and Bf . We begin
with the ground-state projector:
P 0 =
⎛
⎝∏
f∈
Bf
⎞
⎠
(∏
v∈
Av
)
, (17)
which projects an arbitrary state to a ground state. Thus the
Hilbert subspace of the ground states is
H0 = {|〉|P|〉 = |〉}. (18)
Symmetry transformations in a lattice model are normally
defined for a fixed lattice and thus should not change the lattice
structure. On the contrary, the mutation moves in our model
can send one graph to another. Accordingly, our Hamiltonian
(5) and hence the the Hilbert space are seemingly uninvariant
under the mutation moves. This is however not an issue, as
we shall show later in this section, the physical content of
the model, namely the ground states and the spectra of the
topological observables, is indeed invariant under the mutation
transformations.
We first lay down the mutation moves on the graphs and
then define the corresponding mutation transformations. The
mutation moves at our disposal are those generated by the
Pachner moves that relate any two triangulations  and ′ of
a 3-manifold [40,41]:
f1 : (19)
f2 : (20)
f3 : (21)
f4 : (22)
Associated with each mutation move generator fi :  →
′ is a linear transformation, the mutation transformation
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Ti : H → H′ :
T1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
=
∑
v2v4∈G
[v0v1,v1v2,v2v3,v3v4](v4|v0v1v2v3)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
=
∑
v2v4∈G
[v0v1,v1v2,v2v3,v3v4]−1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
. (23)
Before moving on to the other three mutation transformations,
let us explain the principles that determine the linear properties
T1 because they will determine that of T2 through T4 as well.
In Eq. (23) for T1, and in the subsequent equations for
the other three transformation, we assume, without losing
generality, v0 < v1 < v2 < v3 < v4. T1 turns the original two
tetrahedra on the LHS of Eq. (23) to the three tetrahedra
on the RHS of the equation. Topologically, this cannot be
directly realized in 3D but only in 4D, in the sense that the
five tetrahedra in total before and after the transformation
form the boundary of a 4-simplex that is usually also drawn
on the plane as the picture on the RHS of Eq. (23). This
motivates the 4-cocycle as the amplitude of T1 in Eq. (23).
The 4-cocycle comes with a sign exponent. To determine this
sign, one can think of the original two tetrahedra and the
three new tetrahedra are on different 3D hypersurfaces in 4D.
And following our convention taken in defining the vertex
operators, we always assume the new hypersurface is “lower”
than the original one, such that the orientation of the 4-simplex
bounded by the two hypersurfaces share the orientation of
the original hypersurface, namely the 3-complex made of the
original tetrahedra. In Eq. (23), to be precise, the original
3-complex is made of the tetrahedra v0v1v2v3 and v0v1v3v4,
and its orientation reconciles Convention 3. That is, one can
choose either of the two tetrahedra in this case and determine
its orientation by Convention 1, then use the relative order
of the fifth vertex with respect to the vertices of the chosen
tetrahedron to decide the orientation of the 3-complex, which is
independent of the choice of the tetrahedron in the complex. As
such, in Eq. (23), we take v0v1v2v3 and denote the orientation
of the original 3-complex on the LHS by (v4|v0v1v2v3), which
is obviously −1 by our conventions.
Besides, since T1 creates a new edge v2v4, the correspond-
ing group element v2v4 ∈ G must be summed over to remove
the arbitrariness. Note that T1 and the other three mutation
transformations to be defined do not alter the existing edges
of the original graph, neither the group elements on these
edges.
Bearing the above explanation in mind, one is ready to
understand the construction of T2 through T4 as follows:
T2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= [v0v1,v1v2,v2v3,v3v4](v3|v0v1v2v4)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= [v0v1,v1v2,v2v3,v3v4]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
, (24)
T3
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
=
∑
v0v1,v0v2,
v0v3,v0v4∈G
[v0v1,v1v2,v2,v3,v3v4](v1v2v3v4)
×
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
=
∑
v0v1,v0v2,
v0v3,v0v4∈G
[v0v1,v1v2,v2,v3,v3v4]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
, (25)
T4
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= [v0v1,v1v2,v2,v3,v3v4](v4|v0v1v2v3)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= [v0v1,v1v2,v2,v3,v3v4]−1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
. (26)
A generic mutation transformation T is a composition of
the transformations T1 through T4 defined above. A crucial step
now is to prove that the mutation transformations generated by
T1, T2, T3, and T4 form a unitary symmetry on the ground-state
Hilbert space. We denote by H0 the ground-state subspace of
the Hilbert space H on a graph . We divide the proof into
two logical steps.
(i) Mutation transformations keep H0 invariant. Namely,
for any mutation transformation T : H → H′ , if |〉 ∈ H0 ,
then T |〉 ∈ H0′ .
Equivalently, we can show that T P 0 = P 0′T holds for any
mutation transformation T over the entire subspace HBf =1,
where P and P 0′ project respectively onto H0 and H0′ .
We detail the proof in Appendix C. As a remark, in general,
however, H ′T = TH .
(ii) Mutation transformations are unitary on H0 . In other
words, for any mutation transformation T : H → H′ ,
〈T |T〉 = 〈 |〉, ∀|〉,|〉 ∈ H0. (27)
We need only to verify Eq. (27) for T1 through T4 but save the
proof in Appendix C.
The above implies a bijection between the ground-state
Hilbert spaces on any two graphs connected by the mutation
moves. Because two such graphs triangulate the same 3-
manifold, the dimension of the ground-state Hilbert space—
the GSD—is a topological observable, whose expectation
value is a topological invariant. The GSD of our model on
some 3-manifold is thus justified to be the trace of the ground
state projector (17) over the Bf = 1 subspace of the Hilbert
space on any graph  triangulating the manifold, namely,
GSD = tr(P 0), (28)
which is Hermitian and invariant under the mutations.
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IV. DEGENERATE GROUND STATES
As pointed out in the end of Sec. II B, our model describes
topological phases with topologically protected degenerate
ground states. And as shown in the previous section, the GSD
of a topological phase described by our model is a topological
invariant. We thus may partially characterize a topological
phase described by our model by its GSD in certain spatial
topology. In the same spatial topology, two topological phases
with different GSDs must be distinct.
Another key property of a topological phase is the topolog-
ical quantum numbers of the quasiexcitations in the phase,
such as the fractional self- and mutual statistics of these
excitations. Here is an important remark on the difference
between two dimensions and three dimensions, regarding the
relation between ground states and excitations. In the TQD
model of two-dimensional topological phases and in fact in all
two-dimensional phases to date, the GSD on a 2-torus counts
quasiexcitation types [11]. In our TGT model, however, the
GSD on a 3-torus is not equal to the number of types of loop
and particle excitations. Typically, the 3D GSD overcounts
the excitation types [32]. We will come back to this issue in
Sec. IV C.
The topology-dependent GSD roots in the long-range
entanglement and the global degrees of freedom in the ground
states. But how to characterize these global degrees of free-
dom? The answer of the question will help to (1) distinguish
between different topological phases with identical topology-
dependent GSD, and (2) comprehend the relationship between
the global degrees of freedom in the degenerate ground states
and the topological properties of the quasiexcitations.
Below we place our model on a 3-torus and derive the
corresponding GSD formula. We also study the global degrees
of freedom in the ground states.
A. GSD on a 3-torus
Thanks to the topological invariance of the GSD of our
model, we can derive the GSD on the simplest graph that
triangulates the manifold on which the model is defined.
On a 3-sphere, whose topology is trivial, namely its
fundamental group is trivial, the GSD of our model is identical
to one. This feature is in fact shared by all models of topological
phases to date.
In three dimension, the simplest closed, orientable manifold
is a 3-torus, whose simple triangulation is shown in Fig. 4.
We first focus on Fig. 4(a), which apparently contains six
tetrahedra but in fact has a single vertex, i.e., all the eight
vertices must be identified. To make it easy to construct the
amplitude of the operators Axv in terms of the 4-cocycles,
however, we first treat the eight vertices differently as in
Fig. 4. This is justified by the periodic boundary condition
that identifies all the differently labeled vertices. Note that the
orientations of the boundary edges in Fig. 4 are consistent with
the periodic boundary condition.
The graph in Fig. 4(a) actually supports a natural basis of
the subspace HBf =1, spanned by the basis vectors
{|g,h,k〉 |g,h,k ∈ G,gh = hg,gk = kg,hk = kh}, (29)
4 3
2 1
8 7
6 5
k
g
h
(a)
4 3
2 1
8 7
6 5
g
k
h
(b)
FIG. 4. Simplest triangulation of a 3-torus. Vertices are in
the order of enumerations 1 < 2 < 3 < 4 < 5 < 6 < 7 < 8, so the
arrows are omitted for simplicity. Any two squares opposite to each
other are identified along the edges with the same arrow. Restricted
to the subspace HBf =1, there are only three independent group
degrees of freedom. (a) A natural presentation of the (zxy) basis:
k = 15, g = 12, and h = 13 ∈ G. (b) A physical presentation of the
(zxy ′) basis: k, g, and h′ = 23 = g¯h.
where the constraints of commutativity are due to the diagonals
respectively on the six boundary squares of the cube in
Fig. 4(a). As seen in the figure, the basis vectors (29) can
be collectively written as |15,12,13〉, without referring to the
explicit group elements. This natural presentation of the basis
later will turn out physically unclear and urge us to switch to
the physical presentation in Fig. 4(b). But let us stick to the
natural one first within this subsection because it is intuitive to
do so.
That the graph in Fig. 4(a) has a single vertex enables us
to take a simplified notation Ax of the vertex operator by
omitting the vertex subscript. Applying definition (10), the Ax
with x ∈ G acts on the basis vector as
Ax |15,12,13〉
= [23,34,48′,8′8][23,37,78′,8′8]−1[26,67,78′,8′8]
× [23,37
′,7′7,78′][12,26,67′,7′7]
[26,67′,7′7,78′][12,23,37′,7′7][15,56,67′,7′7]
× [15,56′,6′6,67′][12,26′,6′6,67′]−1[26′,6′6,67′,7′8′]
× [15′,5′5,56′,6′7′]−1
× [23,34′,4′4,48′]−1
× [12,23
′,3′3,37′][23′,3′3,34′,4′8′]
[23′,3′3,37′,7′8′]
× [2
′2,23′,3′7′,7′8′][12′,2′2,26′,6′7′]
[2′2,23′,3′4′,4′8′][2′2,26′,6′7′,7′8′][12′,2′2,23′,3′7′]
× [1
′1,12′,2′3′,3′7′][1′1,15′,5′6′,6′7′]
[1′1,12′,2′6′,6′7′]
× |1′5′,1′2′,1′3′〉, (30)
where v′v = x for all v = 1, . . . ,8, and the Ax acts on the
eight virtually different vertices in descending order. One may
obtain a differently looking amplitude by acting the Ax on
the vertices in alternative, say, ascending, order. Nevertheless,
the topological invariance and commutativity (B1b) enforce
the new amplitude to be the same as that in Eq. (30). This can
be straightforwardly shown by using 4-cocycle conditions.
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Now we can substitute the group elements g,h,k, and x
into the above equation and get
Ax |k,g,h〉
= [g¯h,g,kx¯,x][g¯h,k,gx¯,x]−1[k,g¯h,gx¯,x]
× [g¯h,kx¯,x,gx¯][g,k,g¯hx¯,x][k,g¯hx¯,x,gx¯][g,g¯h,kx¯,x][k,g,g¯hx¯,x] [k,gx¯,x,g¯hx¯]
× [g,kx¯,x,g¯hx¯]−1[kx¯,x,g¯hx¯,xgx¯][kx¯,x,gx¯,xg¯hx¯]−1
× [g¯h,gx¯,x,kx¯]−1 [g,g¯hx¯,x,kx¯][g¯hx¯,x,gx¯,xkx¯][g¯hx¯,x,kx¯,xgx¯]
× [x,g¯hx¯,xkx¯,xgx¯][gx¯,x,kx¯,xg¯hx¯][x,g¯hx¯,xgx¯,xkx¯][x,kx¯,xg¯hx¯,xgx¯][gx¯,x,g¯hx¯,xkx¯]
× [x,gx¯,xg¯hx¯,xkx¯][x,kx¯,xgx¯,xg¯hx¯][x,kx¯,xgx¯,xg¯hx¯] |xkx¯,xgx¯,xhx¯〉.
(31)
At this stage, one can verify the product rule AxAy = Axy
using 4-cocycle conditions, which we do not show here. This
reconciles Eq. (B1c). The ground-state projector is the average
of Ax over G:
P 0 = 1|G|
∑
x
Ax. (32)
As aforementioned, the trace of the ground-state projector (32)
is the topological observable GSD:
GSD = tr
(
1
|G|
∑
x
Ax
)
= 1|G|
∑
g,h,k,x
δgh,hgδgk,kgδhk,kh〈k,g,h|Ax |k,g,h〉
= 1|G|
∑
g,h,k,x
δgh,hgδgk,kgδhk,khδhx,xhδxg,gxδxk,kx
× [g¯h,g,kx¯,x][g¯h,k,gx¯,x]−1[k,g¯h,gx¯,x]
× [g¯h,kx¯,x,gx¯][g,k,g¯hx¯,x][k,g¯hx¯,x,gx¯][g,g¯h,kx¯,x][k,g,g¯hx¯,x]
× [k,gx¯,x,g¯hx¯][g,kx¯,x,g¯hx¯]−1[k¯x,x,g¯hx¯,xgx¯]
× [kx¯,x,gx¯,xg¯hx¯]−1[g¯h,gx¯,x,kx¯]−1
× [g,g¯hx¯,x,kx¯][g¯hx¯,x,gx¯,xkx¯][g¯hx¯,x,kx¯,xgx¯][x,g¯hx¯,xgx¯,xkx¯]
× [x,g¯hx¯,xkx¯,xgx¯][gx¯,x,kx¯,xg¯hx¯][x,kx¯,xg¯hx¯,xgx¯][gx¯,x,g¯hx¯,xkx¯]
× [x,gx¯,xg¯hx¯,xkx¯][x,kx¯,xgx¯,xg¯hx¯][x,kx¯,xgx¯,xg¯hx¯] , (33)
where this trace is over the subspace HBf =1.
Amazingly, the complexity in Eq. (33) can be greatly
reduced in many cases because of an implicit simple math-
ematical structure. To this end, in the next subsection we first
reveal the algebraic structure hidden in Eq. (31), equipped with
which we will be ready to simplify the GSD expression (33).
B. Topological degrees of freedom
The algebraic structure in the expression (31) will pave an
even path for studying the topological degrees of freedom in
the ground states and exploring the significance of the GSD
not yet fully uncovered. We enclose the lengthy, distractive
derivation in Appendix D but present only the result here.
Equation (31) can be reexpressed as follows:
Ax |k,g,h〉 = [x¯,xg¯hx¯]k,g[g¯h,x¯]k,g |xkx,xgx¯,xhx¯〉. (34)
On the RHS, the fraction consists of two normalized doubly
twisted 2-cocycles defined in Eq. (D7). A doubly twisted 2-
cocycle [d,e]a,b satisfies not the usual but a twisted 2-cocycle
condition, namely,
eδ[c,d,e]a,b = [d,e]c¯ac,c¯bc[c,de]a,b[cd,e]a,b[c,d]a,b
∣∣∣∣
ab=ba
= 1, (35)
for a,b,c,d ∈ G and ab = ba. The normalization reads
[1,e]a,b = [d,1]a,b = 1. Because k and g do commute, the
numerator and denominator on the RHS of Eq. (34) indeed
satisfy the twisted 2-cocycle condition (35).
Equation (34) also suggests that the basis presentation
|k,g,h〉 does not reflect the physics precisely because g, h, and
k do not all appear in the amplitude ofAx individually; rather, it
is k, g, and g¯h each play an important role individually. Staring
at Fig. 4(a), one sees that 23 = g¯h. Hence, by redefining
h′ = g¯h, it would be better to present the basis vector by
|k,g,h′〉, as seen in Fig. 4(b). Note that such a replacement
of basis presentation is not any sort of basis transformation
because the actual basis state is the 3-torus in Fig. 4 that can
be presented symbolically by any three independent group
degrees of freedom on the edges of the torus. Clearly, k, g,
and h′ are also three such group elements. Note that (g,h′) and
(g,h) span the same plane perpendicular to k. Furthermore,
it is conventional and more convenient notationwise in the
subsequent study to change our notation of [d,e]a,b as
βa,b(d,e) def= [d,e]a,b. (36)
Therefore, hereafter we rewrite Eq. (34) as
Ax |k,g,h′〉 = βk,g(x¯,xh
′x¯)
βk′,g′ ( ¯h′,x)
|xkx¯,xgx¯,xh′x¯〉
= ηk,g(h′,x)−1|xkx¯,xgx¯,xh′x¯〉, (37)
where we define the ratio
ηk,g(h′,x) = βk,g(h
′,x¯)
βk,g(x¯,xh′x¯)
, (38)
for any given g ∈ G and h′ ∈ Zk,g = {y ∈ G|yg = gy,
yk = ky}, the centralizer subgroup for g,k ∈ G. It is straight-
forward to show by the defining Eqs. (D4) and (D7) that
ηk,g(g,x) = 1, (39)
for all g,k,x ∈ G, and that
ηk,g(k,x) = 1, (40)
for all x ∈ G and kg = gk. This is precisely our case. Impor-
tantly, if x ∈ Zk,g,h′ = {x ∈ G|xk = kx,xg = gx,xh′ = h′x},
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the U (1) numbers
ρk,g(h′,x) def= ηk,g(h′,x)∣∣
x∈Zk,g,h′ (41)
furnish a one-dimensional representation of the central-
izer subgroup Zk,g,h′ ⊆ G. This is due to the fact that
ρk,g(h′,x)ρk,g(h′,y) = ρk,g(h′,xy), owing to the product rule
AxAy = Axy on the ground states.
Equation (37) implies that the ground-state Hilbert space is
spanned by the set of vectors:{
1
|G|
∑
x∈G
ηk,g(h′,x)|xkx¯,xgx¯,xh′x¯〉|k,g,h′ commute
}
. (42)
This result may easily lead one to the false statement that
the GSD value is equal to the size of Hom(π1(T 3),G)/conj ,
where the conj in the quotient is the conjugacy equivalence:
(k,g,h′) ∼ (xkx,xgx¯,xh′x¯) for any x. The fallacy is ascribed
to the fact that the set (42) generally overcounts the ground
states because the terms therein that are summed for some k,
g, and h′ may vanish and render the homologous states absent.
To capture and classify the nonvanishing ground states and
hence nail down the correct GSD formula, let us take a closer
look at the algebraic structure hidden among the functions βa,b
defined in Eq. (36).
Although the details are examined in the end of Appendix D,
it is worthwhile noting here that if βa,b has all its variables re-
stricted to Za,b, it would satisfy the usual 2-cocycle condition.
Namely,
βa,b[e,f ]βa,b[de,f ]−1βa,b[d,ef ]βa,b[d,e]−1 = 1, (43)
for all d,e,f ∈ Za,b.
Each function βa,b in fact specifies a class of projective
representations of Za,b. Such representations are dubbed βa,b
representations eρ : Za,b→GL(Za,b), defined by
eρa,b(x)eρa,b(y) = βa,b(x,y)eρa,b(xy). (44)
The consequence that βa,b is normalized is eρ(e)eρ(x) =
eρ(x)eρ(e) = eρ(x). Beside, the 2-cocycle condition (43) implies
the associativityeρ(x)(eρ(y)eρ(z)) = (eρ(x)eρ(y))eρ(z). These two
facts makeeρ truly a well-defined representation. In the special
case where βa,b = 1, ρ˜a,b reduces to a linear representation of
Za,b.
We shall be interested only in the classification of the βa,b
representations of Za,b for fixed a,b ∈ G. Some important and
relevant properties of these representations are discovered and
elucidated in Appendix E, and we simply catalog the results
as follows for convenience.
A key concept is βa,b regularity. An element c ∈ Za,b
is βa,b regular if βa,b(c,d) = βa,b(d,c), ∀d ∈ Za,b,c ⊆ Za,b.
Furthermore, c isβa,b regular if and only if the entire conjugacy
class [c] of c is. This reiterates the Theorem 8 established in
Appendix E. Similarly, [c] is called a βa,b-regular conjugacy
class if c is βa,b regular. Specifically, for a given βa,b, a and b
are readily βa,b regular.
Let r(G) be the number of conjugacy classes in G,
and CA with A = 1, . . . ,r(G) denote the classes. Because
Za ∼= Zb ∀a,b ∈ CA, one needs not to distinguish between
these isomorphic centralizers in many cases but simply can
work with a generic one of them, denoted by ZA, as the one
associated with any representative gA of CA. To cope with this
fact, we write any set of representatives of all classes CA as
RC = {gA ∈ CA|A = 1 . . . r(G)}.
Likewise, we let r(ZA) be the number of conjugacy
classes in the centralizer subgroup ZA, and CB
ZA
with B =
1, . . . ,r(ZA) the conjugacy classes in ZA. For any a ∈ CA
and b ∈ CB
ZA
, we denote the number of βa,b-regular conjugacy
classes in Za,b by r(Za,b,βa,b). Then, the following inequality
is obvious:
r(Za,b,βa,b)  r(Za,b). (45)
For finite groups, there are precisely r(Za,b,βa,b) inequivalent
irreducible βa,b representations of Za,b. Typically, in the case
where βa,b = 1, we recover the familiar equality between the
number of irreducible linear representations and that of the
conjugacy classes of a finite group. Eq. (45) indicates that the
irreducible βa,b-regular representations of Za,b are fewer than
the irreducible liner representations.
To relate this classification of projective representations of
ZA,B with the global degrees of freedom in the ground states,
let us rewrite the GSD expression (33) as
GSD = 1|G|
∑
g′,h,k′ ∈ G
x ∈ Zg′,h,k′
δkh′,h′kδgk,kgδh′k,kh′η
k,g(h′,x)−1
= 1|G|
∑
k∈G
∑
g∈Zk
∑
h∈Zk,g
∑
x∈Zk,g,h′
ρk,g(h′,x). (46)
To further simply the above, we acknowledge the identity:
1
|Zk,g,h′ |
∑
x∈Zk,g,h′
ρk,g(h′,x) =
{
1, h′ is βk,g regular.
0, otherwise. (47)
Clearly, |Zk,g,h′ | is the order of Zk,g,h′ for given k,g,h′ ∈ G.
We prove Eq. (47) as follows. The phase ρk,g(h′,x) above is
defined in Eq. (41), which is a one-dimensional representation
of Zk,g,h′ . This representation is trivial, namely ρk,g = ρ0 = 1
if h′ is βk,g regular; otherwise, it is a nontrivial irreducible
representation. Equation (47) is then an immediate result of
the orthogonality condition
1
|Zk,g,h′ |
∑
x∈Zk,g,h′
ρ
k,g
(j ) (h′,x) = δj,0, (48)
where j = 0 and j = 0 respectively label the trivial represen-
tation and the nontrivial irreducible representations.
Plugging Eq. (47) into (46) yields
GSD =
∑
k ∈ G,
g ∈ Zk,h′ ∈ Zk,g
|Zk,g,h′ |
|G|
{
1, h is βk,g regular,
0, otherwise,
=
∑
k∈G
|Zk|
|G|
∑
g∈Zk
|Zk,g|
|Zk|
∑
h′∈Zk,g
|Zk,g,h′ |
|Zk,g|
×
{
1, h′ is βk,g regular,
0, otherwise,
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=
∑
k∈G
1
|Ck|
∑
g∈Zk
1∣∣CgZk ∣∣
∑
h′∈Zk,g
1∣∣Ch′Zk,g ∣∣
×
{
1, h′ is βk,g regular,
0, otherwise,
=
∑
A
∑
k∈CA
1
|CA|
∑
g∈ZA
1∣∣Cg
ZA
∣∣ ∑
h′∈ZkA,gB
1∣∣Ch′ZkA,gB ∣∣
×
{
1, h′ is βkA,gB regular,
0, otherwise,
=
r(G)∑
A=1
r(ZA)∑
B=1
r(ZkA,gB ,βkA,gB ), (49)
where the final line is independent of the choice of the
representatives of CA and CB
ZA
.
The aforementioned equality between the number of
βkA,gB -regular conjugacy classes of Zk,g and the number of
βkA,gB -regular representations of ZkA,gB also sets the GSD
formula (49) in an alternative but equivalent form,
GSD =
r(G)∑
A=1
r(ZA)∑
B=1
no. of (βkA,gB -regular irreps of ZA,B).
(50)
C. Bases of the ground states
As preluded in the earlier subsection, we have a simple GSD
formula from the sophisticated expression (33). The GSD of
our model on a 3-torus thus amounts to summing the number
of irreducible projective βkA,gB -regular representations of the
centralizer subgroup ZkA,gB for each pair of conjugacy classes
CA and CB
ZA
in G.
This encourages us to label the ground states of our
model on a 3-torus by triples (kA,gB,h′), where the three
elements gA, gB , and h′ respectively run over RCG , RCZA ,
and the set of βkA,gB -regular conjugacy class representatives
of ZkA,gB . A Fourier transform (defined below) can turn the
triples (kA,gB,h′) into the equivalent triples (A,B,μ) with
A = 1 . . . r(G), B = 1, . . . ,r(ZA), and μ labeling eρkA,gBμ , the
irreducible βkA,gB representations of ZkA,gB . We claim and
prove later that the basis vectors |A,B,μ〉 can be defined via
the Fourier transform:
|A,B,μ〉 = 1√|G|
∑
k ∈ CA,g ∈ CBZk
h′ ∈ Zk,g
eχk,gμ (h′) |k,g,h′〉, (51)
where the projective characters eχk,gμ are defined by the trace
of the representations eρk,gμ :
eχk,gμ (h) ≡ treρk,gμ (h). (52)
It might appear somewhat awkward that the index B can be
fixed while the conjugacy class CA has an internal space, as
for two k,k′ = xkx¯ ∈ CA with x ∈ G, g ∈ Zk is in general
different from g′ = xgx¯ ∈ Zk′ . Nevertheless, according to
Proposition 4, the isomorphism Zk ∼= Zk′ induces a bijection
between the conjugacy class CBZk of g and CB
′
Zk′
of g′. Hence,
as far as topologically and physically invariant properties are
concerned, we need not to distinguish the index B and B ′.
Likewise, since the centralizers Zk,g are isomorphic for all
k ∈ CA and g ∈ CBZk , so are the set of irreducible βk,g-regular
representations of Zk,g for all k ∈ CA and g ∈ CBZk . This
statement is proven in Appendix E. Therefore, the same label
μ works for all βk,g representations. We save the construction
of the isomorphism among the irreducible βk,g-representations
for g ∈ CA for Appendix E.
The projective characters eχk,gμ (h′) transform under simul-
taneous conjugation of k,g, and h′ as
eχxkx¯,xgx¯μ (xh′x¯) = ηk,g(h′,x)−1eχk,gμ (h′), (53)
for all x ∈ G. For each conjugacy class CA with its represen-
tative element kA and each conjugacy class CBZkA with some
representative gB , if we find a βkA,gB representation eρk
A,gB
μ of
ZkA,gB , in principle we can construct the βk,g representations
for any other elements k ∈ CA and g ∈ CBZkA . Throughout this
work, the representations being considered all meet the relation
(53).
In general, the projective characters cannot be functions
of conjugacy classes because of the relation eχk,gμ (xh′x¯) =
[βk,g(h′x¯,x)/βk,g(x,h′¯x)]eχk,gμ (h′), which is a result of def-
inition (44). Nonetheless, the following completeness and
orthogonality relations of these projective characters still
hold:
1
|Zk,g|
∑
h′∈Zk,g
eχk,gμ (h′)eχk,gν (h′) = δμν,
|CA|
|Zk,g|
∑
μ
eχk,gμ (a)eχk,gμ (b) =
{
1, a ∈ [b],
0, otherwise, (54)
for all βk,g-regular elements h′,a,b ∈ G. Equation (54) makes
the basis (51) orthonormal. Importantly, for any h′ not βk,g
regular, eχk,g(h′) = 0. This is just Proposition 7 proven in
Appendix E.
Now, to prove that |A,B,μ〉 is a ground state, we simply
need to corroborate its invariance under the action of the
ground-state projector (32):
P 0|A,B,μ〉
= 1|G|
∑
x∈G
Ax |A,B,μ〉
= 1√
|G|3
∑
x∈G
∑
k ∈ CA,
g ∈ CBZk
h′ ∈ Zk,g
eχk,gμ (h′)ηk,g(h′,x)−1|xkx¯,xgx¯,xh′x¯〉
= 1√
|G|3
∑
x∈G
∑
k ∈ CA,
g ∈ CBZk
h′ ∈ Zk,g
eχxkx¯,xgx¯μ (xh′x¯)|xkx¯,xgx¯,xh′x¯〉
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= 1√
|G|3
∑
k ∈ CA,
g ∈ CBZk
h′ ∈ Zk,g
eχk,gμ |k,g,h′〉
∑
x∈G
1
= 1√|G|
∑
k ∈ CA,
g ∈ CBZk
h′ ∈ Zk,g
eχk,gμ (h′)|k,g,h′〉 = |A,B,μ〉. (55)
In the derivation above, the second and third equalities
follows respectively Eqs. (37) and (53), whereas the fourth
equality relies on Proposition 6 in Appendix E. The inverse
transformation of Eq. (51) reads
|k,g,h′〉 = 1√|G|
r(ZA,B ,βk,g )∑
ν=1
eχk,gν (h′) |A,B,ν〉, (56)
which is defined in H0 only, with k ∈ CA and g ∈ CBZk
assumed.
We therefore conclude that the set of |A,B,μ〉 does span an
orthonormal basis of the ground states, i.e.,
H0 = span{|A,B,μ〉 : A = 1 . . . r(G),B = 1, . . . ,r(ZA),
mu = 1 . . . r(ZkA,gB ,βkA,gB )
}
. (57)
The mathematical structure that classifies the topological
degrees of freedom in the ground states via representation
theory is now uncovered. Starting with our model specified
by a 4-cocycle ω over G, we obtain the result that the
topological degrees of freedom are dictated by the doubly
twisted 2-cocycles βk,g over ZkA,gB .
Recall the ground-state basis |A,μ〉 in the (2 + 1)-
dimensional TQD model [12], where A labels fluxes while
μ labels the charges as irreducible representations of ZA.
So we may, in the current case of 3 + 1 dimensions, also
associate the labels A and B in |A,B,μ〉 with fluxes, whereas
μ with charges. The obvious and major difference here
is that (3 + 1)-dimensional ground states and hence the
quasiexcitations carry two flux labels. Recall that a flux
ground state in 2 + 1 dimensions physically is an untraced
Wilson loop. In 3 + 1 dimensions, a ground state with two
nontrivial flux labels would be an untraced Wilson membrane,
indicating that the corresponding quasiexcitation would be a
loop in general instead of just a pointlike particle. Pointlike
excitations would still be those bearing a single nontrivial
flux label. Besides, in 3 + 1 dimensions, the two flux la-
bels are not independent of each other except for Abelian
groups.
According to Fig. 4, the three group elements k, g, and
h are on an equal footing, the basis |A,B,μ〉 cannot be
the sole eigenbasis of the ground-state projector P 0. Indeed,
the expression (D1) that rewrites the amplitude (31) implies
that there are six possible eigenbases, depending on which
two of k, g, and h′ and in which order they are Fourier
transformed into flux labels. All these bases are related by
linear transformations. To be more specific, according to
Eq. (D12), the other five bases should read
|B,A,μ〉 = 1√|G|
∑
g ∈ CB,k ∈ CAZg
h′ ∈ Zg,k
eχg,kμ (h′) |k,g,h〉,
|A,ν,C〉 = 1√|G|
∑
k ∈ CA,h′ ∈ CCZk
g ∈ Zk,h′
eχk,h
′
ν (g) |k,g,h′〉,
|C,ν,A〉 = 1√|G|
∑
h ∈ CC,k′ ∈ CAZh
g′ ∈ Zh,k′
eχh,k
′
ν (g′) |k,g,h′〉, (58)
|ρ,B,C〉 = 1√|G|
∑
g′ ∈ CB,h ∈ CCZ
g′
k′ ∈ Zg′,h
eχg
′,h
ρ (k′) |k,g,h′〉,
|ρ,C,B〉 = 1√|G|
∑
h ∈ CC,g′ ∈ CBZ
g′
k′ ∈ Zh,g′
eχh,g
′
ρ (k′) |k,g,h′〉.
Equation (D10) shows that βa,b(c,d) = βb,a(c,d)−1, ∀ab =
ba,c,d ∈ Za,b, which implies that
eρ
a,b
λ =
(
eρ
b,a
λ
)†
. (59)
We then infer that among the six bases, any basis and the one
with the two flux labels exchanged are dual to each other. For
an explicit example,
〈B ′,A′,ν|A,B,μ〉
= 1|G|
∑
g1 ∈ CB′ ,k1 ∈ CA′Zg
h′1 ∈ Zg,k
∑
k ∈ CA,g ∈ CBZk
h′ ∈ Zg,k
× eχg1,k1ν (h′1)eχk,gμ (h′)〈k1,g1,h′1|k,g,h′〉
= δB ′AδA′Bδνμ
∑
k ∈ CA,g ∈ CBZk
h ∈ Zg,k
1
|G|
= δB ′AδA′Bδνμ
∑
k∈CA
|Zk|
|G|
∑
g∈CBZk
|Zk,g|
|Zk|
∑
h′∈Zk,g
1
|Zk,g|
= δB ′AδA′Bδνμ, (60)
where the second equality acknowledges Eq. (59). The linear
relations between the six bases can be worked out similarly.
Physically, these bases correspond to a kind of dimensional
reduction of the (3 + 1)D topological phase into certain
(2 + 1)D ones along different 3D axes. Such dimensional
reduction for Abelian G has been studied [32,36].
Back to 2 + 1 dimensions again, the ground-state basis
|A,μ〉 labels the set of all inequivalent irreducible repre-
sentation spaces of the TQD model defined by a 3-cocycle
α. The TQD also plays a central role in the orbifolds by a
symmetry group G of a holomorphic conformal field theory.
The term quantum double reflects the charge-flux duality of
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the ground states in the (2 + 1)D model. Topologically, this
duality is implied by the vertex-face duality between the graph
 considered and the dual graph, as charge excitations live
on the vertices of , while the fluxes live on the faces. We
may understand the term “twisted” as twisting the gauge
transformation in the underlying topological gauge theory or as
twisting the linear representations to projective representations
of ZA,B ⊆ G.
In 3 + 1 dimensions, however, there is a much richer variety
of ground states and the excitations on top of them. A ground
state |A,B,μ〉 now has three indices. When either A or B
is trivial, the corresponding excitation reduces to a dyon in
2 + 1 dimensions. When both A and B are nontrivial, the
excitation is loop instead of point like because A and B are
bases of fluxes in two direction, such that the ground state is a
membrane with fluxes integrated over the membrane surface.
When the membrane is cut open to create a pair of excitations,
the excitations are indeed loops bounding the open surfaces.
There then lacks the familiar duality between charges and
fluxes in (3 + 1)D. Thus the ground states |A,B,μ〉 would
cease to form a quantum-double-like algebra. Although the
precise mathematical structure of the ground states is impor-
tant, it is not necessary for our understanding of the topological
and certain physical properties of the states; hence we shall
not dwell on this problem but will report our study on it
elsewhere.
It is time to answer another important question raised in
the introduction section. That is, do the ground states and
quasiexcitations still remain in one-to-one correspondence?
They do not, in general. Typically, for any TGT with a finite
Abelian group, the ground-state basis |A,B,μ〉 overcounts
the excitation types for the following reason. The ground-state
basis |A,B,μ〉 on 3-torus has two flux indices A,B and one
charge index μ. Nevertheless, in a DW theory with an Abelian
gauge group, the number of pure string or loop excitations
is determined by the flux type—only one flux index, and
the number of pure particles is determined by the charge
type—also one charge index. For example, it is known and
clear that the usual ZN gauge theory has N types of pure
fluxes (loops) and N types of pure charges (particles), so the
theory has N2 distinct excitations in total. Distinct flux-loop
excitations are created by topologically inequivalent brane
operators, whereas distinct charge excitations are created
by topologically inequivalent string operators. The precise
definition of such operators are beyond the scope of the current
paper but deserve future studies. But the GSD of our model on
3-torus with G = ZN , by counting the independent labels in
the basis, has GSD = N3. For non-Abelian gauge groups, the
situation is more subtle, in which we suspect the ground states
are still more than the excitation species. But we shall seek for
an affirmative answer in future work.
V. TOPOLOGICAL QUANTUM NUMBERS
We have studied the GSD—the simplest topological
observable—of our model; however, GSD alone is not able
to uniquely specifies a topological phase. Two models defined
by two inequivalent 4-cocycles may happen to own the same
GSD but still describe two distinct topological phases.
An immediate challenge is how to distinguish two distinct
topological phases with the same GSD. We thus should
study other emergent topological quantum numbers that
together with the GSD, can facilitate a finer classification such
topological phases.
To realize the goal above, we shall first dwell on the sub-
space HBf =1 to discover the topological observables pertinent
to this space. Then we shall tackle the eigenvalue problems of
these observables to obtain the expected topological quantum
numbers. In 3D TGT model, these quantum numbers are also
related to the braiding statistics of quasiexcitations, loops,
and/or particles.
A. SL(3,Z) generators as topological observables
As a reminder, we have formulated the mutation trans-
formations, which are local unitary transformations that can
modify the local structure of the graph while preserving
the global topology the graph triangulates. The mutation
transformations thus leave the global degrees of freedom in
the ground states intact.
In contrast, our purpose here is to search for the large
transformations that globally vary the graph, without, however,
affecting the topology. These transformations will provide us
a richer class of topological observables. To seek for these
large, global transformations, it suffices to work on the simplest
triangulations of a 3-torus, like those in Fig. 4.
In three dimensions, the transformations we shall focus
on are known to be the modular transformations forming the
modular group SL(3,Z). This group is generated by
S =
⎛
⎝0 0 11 0 0
0 1 0
⎞
⎠, T =
⎛
⎝1 1 00 1 0
0 0 1
⎞
⎠. (61)
Note that our generator T preserves the third dimension,
or z direction by our convention. Any pure 2D modular
transformation can also be generated by the two matrices
above. For example,
Sxy =
⎛
⎝0 −1 01 0 0
0 0 1
⎞
⎠ = (T −1S)3(ST )2ST −1.
To evaluate the modular transformations in our ground
states, such that their matrix elements are functions of the
4-cocycle that defines the model, we redraw the 3-torus in
Fig. 4 in the coordinate frame in Fig. 5. Clearly, the coordinate
system is accordant with the vertex enumerations in the graph.
Figure 5 illustrates the S and T transformations on the 3-torus
on the upper left portion of the figure.
We remark that Fig. 5 can be thought as the S and T
transformations of the wave function of the model; hence the
S and T transformations on the corresponding basis vectors
would appear to be opposite to those in the figure.
We establish the S and T transformations on the subspace
HBf =1 in the following (the details of the construction are
saved to Appendix F). Similar to the vertex operators, the
action of S or T should be an average over its actions by
different group elements of G, as in Eq. (66). We claim that
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FIG. 5. S and T transformations of a 3-torus.
Sx acts as
Sx
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= [8′2,23,34,48]−1[8′2,23,37,78][8′2,26,67,78]−1
× [6
′1,12,23,37][6′8′,8′2,26′,67][6′1,15,56,67]
[6′8′,8′2,23,37][6′1,12,26,67]
× [4
′6′,6′1,12,26]
[4′6′,6′8′,8′2,26][4′6′,6′1,15,56]
× [2′4′,4′6′,6′1,15][7′8′,8′2,23,34]
× [5
′6′,6′8′,8′2,23]
[5′7′,7′8′,8′2,23][5′6′,6′1,12,23]
× [3
′5′,5′7′,7′8′,8′2][3′4′,4′6′,6′8′,8′2]
[3′5′,5′6′,6′8′,8′2][3′4′,4′6′,6′1,12]
× [3
′5′,5′6′,6′1,12][1′3′,3′4′,4′6′,6′1]
[1′3′,3′5′,5′6′,6′1][1′2′,2′4′,4′6′,6′1]
× [1
′2′,2′3′,3′4′,4′6′]2[1′2′,2′3′,3′6′,6′7′]
[2′3′,3′4′,4′6′,6′8′]2[2′3′,3′6′,6′7′,7′8′]
×
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
. (62)
Here we set the order of the enumerations by 1′ < 2′ < 3′ <
4′ < 5′ < 6′ < 7′ < 8′ < 1 < 2 < 3 < 4 < 5 < 6 < 7 < 8,
in order that the boundary edges are oriented consistently
with the periodic boundary condition. Clearly, the vector
in Eq. (62) transforms in a way opposite to that in Fig. 5.
We remark that the triangulation on the LHS of the above
equation is merely a sheared view of Fig. 4(a), simply for a
better visualization of the S transformation.
Substituting 8′8 = 6′7 = 4′6 = 2′5 = 7′4 = 5′3 = 3′2 =
1′1 = x and the other relevant group elements in the above
equations, and after a lengthy calculation, the action of Sx on
the physical basis can be expressed as
Sx |k,g,h′〉 = ηxkx¯,xgx¯(xh′x¯,h′gkx¯)βxh′gx¯,xkx¯(x
¯kgx¯,xkx¯)
βxkx¯,xgx¯(xh′x¯,xgx¯)
× |xh′gx¯,xkx¯,x ¯kgx¯〉, (63)
which simply recasts Eq. (F5) in the physical basis.
Likewise, we find that T x acts as
T x
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= [7′2,23,34,48]−1[7′2,23,37,78][7′2,26,67,78]−1
× [8
′′7′,7′2,26,67][8′′1,12,23,37][8′′1,15,56,67]
[8′′7′,7′2,23,37][8′′1,12,26,67]
× [6
′8′′,8′′1,12,26]
[6′8′′,8′′1,15,56][6′8′′,8′′7′,7′2,26]
× [5′6′,6′8′′,8′′1,15][3′7′,7′2,23,34]
× [4
′′8′′,8′′7′,7′2,23]
[4′′3′,3′7′,7′2,23][4′′8′′,8′′1,12,23]
× [2
′4′′,4′′3′,3′7′,7′2][2′6′,6′8′′,8′′7′,7′2]
[2′4′′,4′′8′′,8′′7′,7′2][2′6′,6′8′′,8′′1,12]
× [2
′4′′,4′′8′′,8′′1,12][1′2′,2′6′,6′8′′,8′′1]
[1′2′,2′4′′,4′′8′′,8′′1][1′5′,5′6′,6′8′′,8′′1]
× [1
′2′,2′4′′,4′′8′′,8′′7′]
[1′2′,2′6′,6′8′′,8′′7′]
× [1′5′,5′6′,6′8′′,8′′7′]2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
, (64)
where we order the enumerations as 1′ < 2′ < 4′′ < 3′ < 5′ <
6′ < 8′′ < 7′ < 1 < 2 < 3 < 4 < 5 < 6 < 7 < 8, also con-
sistent with the boundary condition. With x = 1′1 = 2′2 =
4′′3 = 3′4 = 5′5 = 6′6 = 8′′7 = 7′8, Eq. (64) takes the fol-
lowing form in terms of the group elements:
T x |k,g,h′〉 = ηxkx¯,xgx¯(xh′x¯,h′gkx¯)
×βxkx¯,xgx¯(xh′x¯,xgx¯)|xkx,xgx¯,xgh′x¯〉, (65)
which rewrites the very Eq. (F10) in the physical basis.
The S and T transformations are then defined as
S = 1|G|
∑
x
Sx, T = 1|G|
∑
x
T x. (66)
The two operators above represent the modular S and T
matrices in Eq. (61) on the subspace HBf =1 of our model. To
show that the S and T defined above are indeed topological
observables and symmetry transformations on the ground
states, one need to first sum the expressions (63) and (65)
over x ∈ G and then study their actions on the ground states.
Fortunately, two properties of the ground states save our labor.
First, Eq. (42) indicates that a ground-state basis vector is
an average over all possible simultaneous conjugation of all
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the group elements involved. Second, the Fourier transformed
basis |A,B,μ〉 is also invariant under simultaneous conjugation
of all the group elements in the Fourier transform, which is
a consequence of Proposition 6. Now that S or T not only
introduce simultaneous conjugation of all the group elements
in a ground-state basis vector but also average over all such
conjugation, this average can be absorbed into a redefinition
of the basis vector. Therefore, as far as the ground states on
a 3-torus are concerned, the action of S or T should be the
same as the action of Sx or T x for an arbitrary x ∈ G. It is
then legal and sufficient to choose simply x = 1 ∈ G to serve
our purposes. Precisely, this means
S|A,B,μ〉 = S1|A,B,μ〉,
T |A,B,μ〉 = T 1|A,B,μ〉. (67)
On the ground-state basis comprised of the eigenvectors {K}
of T , we have
T |K〉 = θK |K〉, K = 1,2, . . . ,GSD, (68)
where θK will be shown to be a U (1) phase. Later, we will
be able to identify the eigenvectors k with the ground-state
basis vectors |A,B,μ〉 we discovered earlier.
It turns out that other eigenvectors of T also have vanishing
eigenvalue. These eigenvectors in fact correspond to the
excited states in our model. We shall report our study of them
elsewhere.
The eigenvalues θK of T thus serve as a set of topological
numbers of our model. Staring at Fig. 5, one can see that T
performs a global twisting of the graph, so it is reasonable
to regard the eigenvalues θK as the topological spins of the
topological states |k〉.
Similarly, the modular S operator also offers a set of
topological quantum numbers, which are its matrix elements
evaluated on the topological states, namely,
SIJ = 〈I |S|J 〉, I,J = 1,2, . . . ,GSD. (69)
The matrix above is orthonormal:∑
J
SIJ SJK = δIK. (70)
Remarkably, we have derived a representation of the three-
dimensional modular S and T matrices, purely based on our
model and in terms of 4-cocycles of G, without, however,
relying on any group representation theory.
Putting the pieces together, we now have at our disposal a
rich set of topological quantum numbers, {GSD,θK,SIJ }, to
classify the topological phases described by our model more
accurately. Yet, we do not have the explicit expressions of the
quantum numbers θK and SIJ . This is our next task.
B. 3-torus modular S and T matrices
We now explicitly solve for the topological quantum
numbers {θK,SIJ }. We stress that although the topological
observables S and T are defined on the subspace HBf =1, we
shall solve their eigenvalue problems withinH0 ⊂ HBf =1. The
reason is that the eigenvectors on T with finite eigenvalues all
lie in the ground-state space.
First, we diagonalize the T matrix in Eq. (66) on the
ground states. In Sec. IV C, we have learned that the ground
states are superpositions of the orthonormal basis vectors
|A,B,μ〉 defined in Eq. (51). It turns out that, fortunately,
the basis vectors |A,B,μ〉 are the sought-after eigenvectors
of T . Appendix G offers a step-by-step proof of this claim.
Below, we simply present the result. Namely, the modular T
acts on the |A,B,μ〉 basis as
T |A,B,μ〉 = T 1|A,B,μ〉
= eχ
kA,gB
μ (gB)
dimμ
|A,B,μ〉, (71)
where dimμ is the dimension of the representation μ, and gB is
an arbitrary representative of CBZk . Each basis vector |A,B,μ〉
is thus an eigenvector of T , with eigenvalue
θA,Bμ =
eχk
A,gB
μ (gB)
dimμ
. (72)
This hints a physical meaning of the projective characters as the
ground-state wave functions of our model that are collapsed in
T ’s eigenstates. The formula (72) also leads to interpreting
θA,Bμ mathematically as an invariant that characterizes the
representation eρk,gμ . This precisely reconciles Eq. (E13) and
our proof of it. We thus name θA,Bμ topological spins.
The formula (72) of the topological spins may appear to be
abstract still. Interestingly, they topological spins θA,Bμ can be
expressed directly in terms of the twisted 3-cocycles αAB as(
θA,Bμ
)pB = αAB (73)
defined by
αAB
def=
pB−1∏
n=0
[gB,(gB)n,gB]kA (74)
for conjugacy classes CA of G, CB
ZA
of ZA. The number
pB is the degree of gB . It is the least integer such that the
pB th power of gB , (gB)pB = 1. The twisted 3-cocycle αAB is
independent of the the representative gB ∈ CB
ZA
and is thus a
function of conjugacy classes. The formulas (73) and (74) are
a result of repeated applications of Eq. (44) to (eρA,Bμ (gB))pB =
(θA,Bμ )pB1. The topological spins θA,Bμ therefore take value
in the pB th roots of αAB . Furthermore, each of the pB
distinct pB th roots appears exactly r(ZA,B,βkA,gB )/pB times
in {θA,Bμ } for all representations μ. To verify that the ratio
r(ZA,B,βkA,gB )/pB is indeed an integer, we first observe that
each element of Zk,g can be uniquely written as gnh with
integer n between 0 and pB for some h ∈ Zk,g . Second, Zk,g
has pB one-dimensional representations, namely, ρj (gnh) =
exp(2π ijn/pB). Hence, for each representation μ, there exists
a representationμ′, such thateρA,Bμ′ (gnh) = ρj (gnh)eρA,Bμ (gnh).
Therefore, the relation θA,Bμ′ = exp(2π in/pB)θA,Bμ holds.
Appendix G evaluates the matrix elements of the modularS
operator in the eigenvectors of theT matrix and expresses them
in terms of the projective characters as well. While leaving the
details to the Appendixes, here we show the final formula of
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the S matrix elements:
S(ABμ)(A′B ′ν)
= 〈A,B,μ|S|A′,B ′,ν〉
= θ
A,B
μ
∗
θA
′,B ′
ν
|G|
∑
k ∈ CA ∩ Zg,h′ ,
g ∈ CBZk ∩ CA
′
h′ ∈ Zk,g ∩ CB′Zg
eχg,h
′
ν (k)eχk,gμ (h′). (75)
Similar to the T matrix eigenvalues, the S matrix elements
are also invariants carried by the projective representations of
ZA,B for any A and B. Since these invariants are functions of
the projective characters, which are specified by the doubly
twisted 2-cocycles βk,g , the role of these 2-cocycles cannot be
overestimated. Unfortunately, as aforementioned, we still lack
the knowledge whether the projective βkA,gB representations
of all ZA,B in G and any given 4-cocycle of G can be
lifted to certain irreducible linear representations of certain
algebraic structure. In other words, do the ground states of our
model carry irreducible linear representations of the algebraic
structure? But we conjecture that they do, and the algebraic
structure may be a 2-category.1
We expect that these irreducible representations would still
classify the particle and loop quasiexcitations. The invariants
of each irreducible representation identifies the topological
quantum numbers of the corresponding quasi-excitation. In
two dimensions, the S matrix has the origin as a braiding
operation that exchanges any two of these quasiexcitations,
while the T matrix contains the statistical spins of the
corresponding quasiparticles which are determined by the
braiding operation. We expect this to hold for three dimensions
as well. This is partially verified via a dimensional-reduced
approach [32,36]. In the sense that for those three-dimensional
quasiexcitations that can be viewed as closed loops of two-
dimensional quasiexcitations, their S and T matrices can
be block-diagonalized into the S and T matrices of the
reduced two-dimensional quasiexcitations. Nevertheless, there
exist purely three-dimensional quasiexcitations in our model
that admits no canonical dimensional reduction into two-
dimensional anyons. The topological and physical meanings of
the S and T matrices of such quasiexcitations are an important
problem to solve, and we shall report our results elsewhere.
VI. CLASSIFY THE TOPOLOGICAL PHASES
We believe that the topological phases are classified by the
set of topological quantum numbers {GSD,θA,Bμ ,s(ABμ),(A′B ′ν)}.
In all examples to be discussed in Sec. VII, naively one may
think those TGT models are classified by the group G and the
fourth cohomology classes of ω. This is wrong, however. Even
if ω and ω′ are inequivalent, the two models HG,ω and HG,ω′
may still yield the same topological observables and hence the
same topological phase and [32]. On the other hand, as seen
in Sec. II C, if ω and ω′ are equivalent, so must be the two
models HG,ω and HG,ω′ .
1Private communications with Liang Kong and Yuting Hu.
In this section, we offer to some extent the general
classifications of the topological quantum numbers.
A. When the 4-cocycle is cohomologically trivial
We have demonstrated in Sec. II C that two TGT models
defined by two equivalent 4-cocycles describe the same
topological phase. We now examine such topological phases
closely.
The simplest case arises when the 4-cocycle ω defining our
model is cohomologically trivial. That is, the ω is equivalent
to the trivial 4-cocycle ω0 = 1. This enables us to write the ω
as a 4-coboundary:
ω(a,b,c,d) = δα(a,b,c,d)
= α(b,c,d)α(a,bc,d)α(a,b,c)
α(ab,c,d)α(a,b,cd) , (76)
where α(x,y,z) is any normalized 3-cochain, a function
α : G × G × G → U (1) that satisfies α(1,y,z) = α(x,1,z) =
α(x,y,1) = 1 for all x,y,z ∈ G. In this case, as we will show,
the TGT model is untwisted, or in other words, it reduces to a
usual gauge theory model.
Induced by the ω in Eq. (76), the twisted 3-cocycle αa ,
defined in Eq. (D4), is automatically trivial because it turns
out to be a twisted 3-coboundary:
αa(b,c,d) =eδβa(b,c,d), (77)
where
βa(x,y) = [a,x,y][x,y,xyaxy][x,x¯ax,y] (78)
is a twisted 2-cochain, as the slant product of certain 3-cocycle
of G. The twisted 3-coboundaryeδβa of βa reads
eδβa(b,x,y) = β ¯bab(x,y)βa(b,xy)
βa(bx,y)βa(b,x)
, (79)
for all a,b,x,y ∈ G. This confirms thatαa(b,c,d) ∼ 1. Clearly,
the βa defined in Eq. (78) is normalized.
As far as ground states are concerned, we need only to
focus on the doubly twisted 2-cocycle βa,b defined in Eq. (D7)
that plays the key role in the topological quantum numbers of
the ground states. Restricted to H0, since we have ab = ba
for βa,b, the triviality of αa(b,c,d) implies that βa,b is also
automatically trivial because it takes the form of a doubly
twisted 2-coboundary:
βa,b(c,d) =eδa,b(c,d), (80)
where
a,b(x) = βa(x,x¯bx)
βa(b,x)
(81)
is the doubly twisted 1-cochain derived from the twisted
2-cochain in Eq. (78). The corresponding doubly twisted
2-coboundary reads
eδa,b(x,y) = x¯ax,x¯bx(y)a,b(x)
a,b(xy)
. (82)
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Since βa is normalized, so is a,b. Equations (78) and (81) also
imply the following identities:
a,b(a) = a,b(b) = 1, ∀ab = ba,
a,b(c)a,c(b) = 1, ∀cb = bc,
a,b(c)c,b(a) = 1, ∀c ∈ Za,b,
a,b(c)b,c(a)−1 = 1, ∀c ∈ Za,b. (83)
Note that the above identities are clearly independent of which
ω is chosen in its equivalent class, and thus are constantly true
for a given model in this case.
Substituting the βa,b in Eq. (80) into definition (44), we
immediately see that the irreducible projective βa,b representa-
tionseρa,b ofZa,b become proportional to linear representations
ρa,b, namely
eρk,gμ (h′) = k,g(h′)ρk,gμ (h′),∀h′ ∈ Zk,g. (84)
The ground-state basis (51) then becomes
|A,B,μ〉 = 1√|G|
∑
k ∈ CA,g ∈ CBZk
h′ ∈ Zk,g
k,g(h′)χk,gμ (h′)|k,g,h′〉, (85)
where χk,gμ = trρk,gμ is the usual linear character.
Equations (80) and (82) indicate that βa,b(x,y) = βb,a(y,x)
for all x,y ∈ Za,b satisfying xy = yx. Consequently, all
elements in Zk,g are βk,g regular, and ηk,g(h′,x) ≡ 1 holds
for all x ∈ Zk,g,h′ . The GSD formula (46) therefore reduces to
GSD =
∑
k ∈ G
g ∈ Zk
∑
h′ ∈ Zk,g
x ∈ Zk,g,h′
1
|G| =
∣∣∣∣Hom(π1(T 3),G)conj
∣∣∣∣, (86)
where we quotient by the equivalence relation (k,g,h′) ∼
(xkx¯,xgx¯,xhx¯), for any x ∈ G.
Using (84) and the identities (83) of the a,b, we can rewrite
the topological numbers θAμ and the S matrix as
θA,Bμ =
eχk
A,gB
μ (gB)
dimμ
= χ
kA,gB
μ (gB)
dimμ
(87)
and
s(ABμ)(A′B ′ν) =
θA,Bμ
∗
θA
′,B ′
ν
|G|
∑
k ∈ CA ∩ Zg,h′ ,
g ∈ CBZk ∩ CA
′
h′ ∈ Zk,g ∩ CB′Zg
χg,h
′
ν (k)χk,gμ (h′). (88)
If the 4-cocycle ω is precisely the trivial ω0 = 1, the ground
states happen to carry the irreducible linear representations
of all the centralizers ZA,B ⊆ G. If ω ∈ [ω0] but ω = ω0,
since βk,g = 1, the ground states carry irreducible projective
representations of all the centralizers ZA,B ⊆ G. But because
these projective representations are proportional to the linear
representations up to a phase, all topological quantum numbers
are the same as those in the case of ω0. This complies with the
fact that equivalent 4-cocycles define equivalent TGT models.
So effectively in this case, only linear representations appear,
and the TGT models are equivalent to the model without being
twisted by any 4-cocycle.
B. When the doubly twisted 2-cocycle is cohomologically trivial
A 4-cocycle ω /∈ [ω0] could still be regarded “trivial” at a
deeper level. This is understood in the case where the doubly
twisted 2-cocycle βa,b induced by the ω is cohomologically
trivial by accident. That is, the induced βa,b is merely a twisted
2–coboundary:
βa,b(c,d) =eδa,b(c,d), (89)
for all a,b,c,d ∈ G. Beware that, however, the doubly twisted
1-cochain a,b here ceases to have the closed form in Eq. (81) in
general becauseω is not cohomologically trivial. The identities
(83) thus do not hold in general either. By Eqs. (80) and (82),
it is then easy to show that in the current case, the ηk,g defined
in Eq. (38) turns out to be
ηk,g(h′,x) = xkx¯,xgx¯(xh
′x¯)
k,g(h′)
(90)
for all h′ ∈ Zk,g and x ∈ G. We obviously have ηk,g(h′,x) = 1,
∀x ∈ Zk,g,h′ .
The ground-state subspace in the current case are also
spanned by the basis vectors |A,B,μ〉 of the form in Eq. (85),
where μ labels the βk,g representations eρk,gμ of Zk,g . These
projective representations are yet proportional to the linear
representations ρk,gμ , as in Eq. (84).
Because Eq. (90) makes all the elements ofZk,g βk,g regular,
the GSD formula here simply copies Eq. (86).
By Eq. (84), the topological spins θA,Bμ and the S matrix
elements are related to k,g(h′) by
θA,Bμ = kA,gB (gB)
χ
kA,gB
μ (gB)
dimμ
(91)
and
s(ABμ)(A′B ′ν) =
θA,Bμ
∗
θA
′,B ′
ν
|G|
∑
k ∈ CA ∩ Zg,h′ ,
g ∈ CBZk ∩ CA
′
h′ ∈ Zk,g ∩ CB′Zg
×χg,h′ν (k)χk,gμ (h′) g,h′(k)k,g(h′)−1. (92)
As opposed to the GSD formula that coincides with that of
the [ω0] model, the topological spinss θA,Bμ and the S matrix
differentiate the current model from the [ω0] model. Equation
(91) implies the physical significance of the phases : they
endow each ground-state basis vector |A,B,μ〉 with an extra
spin factor kA,gB (gB), other than that in Eq. (87).
C. Classifying the topological numbers
Because our model is defined by a 4-cocycles ω, all the
topological quantum numbers of the model should depend
on ω in one way or another. Indeed, seen in the special
cases discussed in the previous subsection, some topological
quantum numbers may not depend on ω directly or explicitly
but via the quantities derived from ω, such as the equivalence
class of ω and the induced doubly twisted 2-cocycles. Below,
we remark on three general characteristics of the topological
quantum numbers {GSD,θA,Bμ ,s(ABμ)(A′B ′ν)} of our model on a
3-torus.
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(1) The set {GSD,θA,Bμ ,s(ABμ)(A′B ′ν)} of a TGT model
defined by an ω depends on the equivalence class [ω] ∈
H 4(G,U (1)).
(2) The GSD of a TGT model depends only on the
equivalence classes [βkA,gB ] ∈ H 2(ZA,B,U (1)), independent
of the representatives kA of CA and gB of CBZkA .
(3) The topological spins {θA,Bμ } are classified by
{r(ZA,B,βkA,gB ),αAB}, where αAB is defined in Eq. (74).
As follows, we elucidate these characteristics in order.
To show characteristic (1), one can verify that any two
equivalent 4-cocycles ω′ and ω related by by Eq. (76) induce
two equivalent doubly twisted 2-cocycles β ′a,b and βa,b, which
differ by a doubly twisted 2-coboundary:
β ′a,b(c,d) = βa,b(c,d)eδa,b(c,d), (93)
where the doubly twisted 2-coboundary eδ appears to be
either that in Eq. (81) or the one in Eq. (82). Equations (82)
and (83) lead to the equalities GSD′ = GSD, θ ′A,Bμ = θA,Bμ ,
and s ′(ABμ)(A′B ′ν) = s(ABμ)(A′B ′ν).
Characteristic (2) is a result of Eq. (49), where the GSD
sums the numbers r(ZA,B,βkA,gB ) over all CA of G and CB
of ZA. This can also be corroborated in an alternative way.
We first observe that in Eq. (46), the GSD sums the phases
ρk,g , one-dimensional representations ofZk,g,h′ withh′ ∈ Zk,g .
Eachρk,g is a function of theβk,g defined in Eq. (41). Assuming
there exists two 4-cocycles ω and ω′ that may be inequivalent
but still induce βa,b and β ′a,b, which are equivalent for all
a,b ∈ G in the following sense. There exists a normalized
doubly twisted 1-cochain a,b : G → U (1) indexed by a,b ∈
G, which obeys a,b(1) = 1, such that βa,b and β ′a,b differ byjust the doubly twisted 2–coboundary of a,b, i.e.,
β ′a,b(x,y) =
a,b(x)x¯ax,x¯bx(y)
a,b(xy)
βa,b(x,y), (94)
for all a,b,x,y ∈ G. Restricting the above equation to x ∈ Za,b
and y ∈ Za,b,x , β ′a and βa become equivalent up to a usual
2-coboundary over Za,b. By Eq. (94) and Eq. (46), we have
ρ ′k,g(h′,x) = ρk,g(h′,x),
which confirms that GSD′ = GSD. Moreover, according to
Eq. (47), the sum of ρk,g(h′,x) over Zk,g,h′ is either one or zero,
regardless of the representatives k ∈ CA and g ∈ CBZk . Hence,
as expected from the analysis in Sec. II C, characteristic (2) is
true.
Based on Sec. V, the topological spins θA,Bμ for given A and
B are the distinct roots of the 3-cocycle αAB in Eq. (74) that
is a function of only the classes CA and CB
ZA
. Besides, each of
the pB-distinct pB th roots occurs exactly r(ZA,B,βkA,gB )/pB
times in the set {θA,Bμ } for all representations μ. Therefore,
characteristic (3) holds.
VII. (3 + 1)-DIMENSIONAL EXAMPLES
This section provides various examples of our model
with finite Abelian groups, in particular a systematic study
of 4-cocycle for a product of cyclic groups, G = ZN1 ×
ZN2 × ZN3 × ZN4 × . . . . Here the 4-cocycle is denoted by
ω = ω(a,b,c,d) with a,b,c,d ∈ G. Since any finite Abelian
group is isomorphic to a product of cyclic groups, this example
is generic for finite Abelian groups.
In Sec. VII A, we consider the Abelian TGT model with
a finite Abelian G that still exhibits Abelian statistics. This
happens when there are two or three (less than four) cyclic
groups ZN1 , ZN2 , ZN3 each contributing one or two group
elements to the 4-cocycle. Such Abelian statistics are examined
recently [32,35,36]. In Sec. VII B, we study the lattice TGT
model, when the Abelian TGT model of a finite Abelian G
produces non-Abelian statistics. This occurs when there are
four cyclic groups ZN1 , ZN2 , ZN3 , ZN4 each contributing
a group element to the 4-cocycle. Such phenomena are
first examined in Ref. [32]. In Sec. VII C, we discuss the
cohomology group and cocycles from G = Znm or more
generally G = ∏i ZNi .
We would remind the reader that the irreducible projective
βa,b representations are dictated by the doubly twisted 2-
cocycle defined in Eq. (36). Its dependence on the 4-cocycle
ω is detailed in Appendix D. The irreducible projective
βa,b-representation means Eq. (44):
eρa,bα (c)eρa,bα (d) = βa,b(c,d)eρa,bα (cd), (95)
where we reiterate eρa,bα (c), the irreducible projective βa,b
representation.
As studied in Sec. VI, when βa,b(c,d) is a 2-coboundary,
each corresponding projective representation eρa,bα (c) is pro-
portional to a linear-representation ρa,bα (c). According to the
proportionality (84), we can divide the projective representa-
tion eρa,bα (c) into two parts:
projective Rep : a,b(c)a,b(d) = βa,b(c,d)a,b(cd),
linear Rep : ρa,bα (c)ρa,bα (d) = ρa,bα (cd). (96)
We repeat here that a,b(c) is a doubly twisted 1-cochain. The
a,b(c) has a closed form (81) when the 4-cocycle ω is trivial;
otherwise, it does not. As we find, types II and III 4-cocycles
are cohomologically nontrivial; however, the inducedβa,b(c,d)
is yet a 2-coboundary, i.e., cohomologically trivial. On the
other hand, type IV 4-cocycles are also cohomologically
nontrivial but the induced βa,b(c,d) is nontrivial and thus not
a 2-coboundary. As such, Eq. (96) works for type II and type
III 4-cocycle to be introduced in Sec. VII A. But it does not
work for type IV 4-cocycle to be introduced in Sec. VII B.
A. G = ZN1 × ZN2 × ZN3
Let us consider G = ZN1 × ZN2 × ZN3 , with which the
TGT model of a finite Abelian G has only Abelian
statistics and one-dimensional projective representation. The
cohomology group can be derived as H 4[ZN1 × ZN2 ×
ZN3 ,U (1)] = Z2N12 × Z2N23 × Z2N13 × Z2N123 . Here we define
N12...j ≡ gcd(N1,N2, . . . ,Nj ), with gcd as their greatest com-
mon divisor.
The generators of the 4-cocycle ω for the (ZNij )2 elements
are [here (i,j ) = (1,2),(2,3) or (1,3)]
ω
(1st,ij )
II (a,b,c,d) = e
( 2π i(Nij ·Nj ) (aibj )(cj+dj−[cj+dj ])), (97)
ω
(2nd,ij )
II (a,b,c,d) = e
( 2π i(Nij ·Ni ) (aj bi )(ci+di−[ci+di ])). (98)
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TABLE I. In the first column, we list the group elements in the cohomology group H 4[G,U (1)] with G = ZN1 × ZN2 × ZN3 . In the second
and the third columns, we record the name and the form of corresponding 4-cocycles. In the fourth column, we provide the induced doubly
twisted 2-cocycle βa,b(c,d) by the 4-cocycle ω in the same row.
H 4[G,U (1)] ω type 4-cocycle ω as ω(a,b,c,d) βa,b(c,d)
ZNij II 1st ω
(1st,ij )
II = exp (
2π ip(1st)II(ij )
(Nij ·Nj ) (aibj )(cj + dj − [cj + dj ])) exp (
2πip(1st)II(ij )
(Nij ·Nj ) (ajbi − aibj )(cj + dj − [cj + dj ]))
ZNij II 2nd ω
(2nd,ij )
II = exp (
2π ip(2nd)II(ij )
(Nij ·Ni ) (ajbi)(ci + di − [ci + di])) exp (
2πip(2nd)II(ij )
(Nij ·Ni ) (aibj − ajbi)(ci + di − [ci + di]))
ZNijl III 1st ω
(1st,ij l)
III = exp (
2π ip(1st)III(ij l)
(Nij ·Nl ) (aibj )(cl + dl − [cl + dl])) exp (
2πip(1st)III(ij l)
(Nij ·Nl ) (ajbi − aibj )(cl + dl − [cl + dl]))
ZNijl III 2nd ω
(2nd,ij l)
III = exp (
2π ip(2nd)III(ij l)
(Nli ·Nj ) (albi)(cj + dj − [cj + dj ])) exp (
2πip(2nd)III(ij l)
(Nji ·Nl ) (aibl − albi)(cj + dj − [cj + dj ]))
The generators of 4-cocycle ω for the ZNijl elements are
[here (i,j,l) = (1,2,3)]
ω
(1st,ij l)
III (a,b,c,d) = e
( 2π i(Nij ·Nl ) (aibj )(cl+dl−[cl+dl ])), (99)
ω
(2nd,ij l)
III (a,b,c,d) = e
( 2π i(Nli ·Nj ) (albi )(cj+dj−[cj+dj ])). (100)
The 4-cocycle ω can be written correspondingly from the
generators, for example,
ω =
∏
(i,j )=(1,2),(2,3),(1,3)
(i,j,l)=(1,2,3)
ω
(1st,ij )
II ω
(2nd,ij )
II ω
(1st,ij l)
III ω
(2nd,ij l)
III
(101)
=
∏
(i,j )=(1,2),(2,3),(1,3)
(i,j,l)=(1,2,3)
(
ω
(1st,ij )
II
)p(1st)II(ij )(ω(2nd,ij )II )p(2nd)II(ij )
× (ω(1st,ij l)III )p(1st)III(ij l)(ω(2nd,ij l)III )p(2nd)III(ij l) . (102)
Here p(1st)II(ij ) ∈ ZNij , p(2nd)II(ij ) ∈ ZNij , p(1st)III(ij l) ∈ ZNijl , p(2nd)III(ij l) ∈
ZNijl are the group elements in H 4(ZN1 × ZN2 × ZN3 ,U (1)).
We organize the following data in Table I: (1) the group
elements in a cohomology group H 4[G,U (1)], (2) the no-
tations of different types of ω, (3) explicit forms of the
4-cocycles ω, and (4) the induced doubly twisted 2-cocycle
βa,b(c,d) by a 4-cocycle ω. Table II presents other data:
(5) a projective scalar representation a,b(c), but without the
irreducible linear scalar representation ρa,bα (c); (6) the full pro-
jective scalar representation eρa,bα (c) = ρa,bα (c)a,b(c) endorsed
with a charge-flux irreducible linear scalar representation
ρa,bα (c) = exp (
∑
k
2π i
Nk
αkck).
For types II and III 4-cocycles, the induced βa,b(c,d) are
cohomologically trivial as 2-coboundary. Thus we can apply
Eq. (96) to obtain Table II.
B. G = ZN1 × ZN2 × ZN3 × ZN4
Here we discuss an example when the TGT model of a
finite Abelian G has non-Abelian statistics and N -dimensional
projective representation. This is the case when the finite
Abelian G contains four cyclic group, G = ZN1 × ZN2 ×
ZN3 × ZN4 , and when gcd(N1,N2,N3,N4) > 1. Its cohomol-
ogy group is H 4[∏i ZNi ,U (1)] = ∏1i<j<l4 Z2Nij × Z2Nijl ×
ZN1234 . The previous type II and type III 4-cocycles can
generate all group elements in Sec. VII B except the ZN1234
subgroup. The generator for ZN1234 subgroup for the full
cohomology group H 4[∏i ZNi ,U (1))] is
ω
(1234)
IV (a,b,c,d) = exp
(
2π i
N1234
a1b2c3d4
)
. (103)
And the corresponding “type IV 4-cocycle” is with an exponent
pIV(1234) ∈ ZN1234 :
ω
(1234)
IV (a,b,c,d) =
(
ω
(1234)
IV (a,b,c,d)
)pIV(1234) (104)
= exp
(2π ipIV(1234)
N1234
a1b2c3d4
)
. (105)
TABLE II. This table continues from Table I; here eρabα (c) for a (3+1)D TGT model with G = ZN1 × ZN2 ×
ZN3 of H 4[G,U (1)]. We derive eρa,bα (c) from the equation eρa,bα (c)eρa,bα (d) = βa,b(c,d)eρa,bα (cd), which presents the
projective representation, because the induced 2-cocycle belongs to the second cohomology group H 2[G,U (1)].
The eρa,bα (c): (Za,Zb) → GL(Za,Zb) can be written as a general linear matrix. For G = ZN1 × ZN2 × ZN3 , it is
only a one-dimensional projective representation.
a,b(c) eρa,bα (c) = ρa,bα (c) · a,b(c)

(1st)
IIa,b(c) = exp (
2π ip(1st)II(ij )
(Nij ·Nj ) (ajbi − aibj )cj ) eρ
(1st)a,b
II,α (c) = exp (
∑
k
2π i
Nk
αkck) · exp ( 2π ip
(1st)
II(ij )
(Nij ·Nj ) (ajbi − aibj )cj )

(2nd)
IIab (c) = exp (
2π ip(2nd)II(ij )
(Nij ·Ni ) (aibj − ajbi)ci) eρ
(2nd)a,b
II,α (c) = exp (
∑
k
2π i
Nk
αkck) · exp ( 2π ip
(2nd)
II(ij )
(Nij ·Ni ) (aibj − ajbi)ci)

(1st)
IIIa,b = exp (
2π ip(1st)III(ij l)
(Nij ·Nl ) (ajbi − aibj )cl) eρ
(1st)a,b
III,α (c) = exp (
∑
k
2π i
Nk
αkck) · exp ( 2π ip
(1st)
III(ij l)
(Nij ·Nl ) (ajbi − aibj )cl)

(2nd)
IIIa,b = exp (
2π ip(2nd)III(ij l)
(Nli ·Nj ) (aibl − albi)cj ) eρ
(2nd)a,b
III,α (c) = exp (
∑
k
2π i
Nk
αkck) · exp ( 2π ip
(2nd)
III(ij l)
(Nli ·Nj ) (aibl − albi)cj )
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TABLE III. GSD on a 3-torus T3 with G = Z4m.
GSD pIV(1234) = 0 pIV(1234) = 1 pIV(1234) = 2 pIV(1234) = 3 pIV(1234) = 4
m = 2 212 = 4096 1576
m = 3 312 = 531441 82161 82161
m = 4 412 = 16777216 1939456 6455296 1939456
m = 5 512 = 244140625 12012625 12012625 12012625 12012625
The induced 2-cocycle βa,b(c,d) by a type IV 4-cocycle
ω
(1234)
IV is
βa,b(c,d) = exp
(2πipIV (1234)
N1234
((a4b3 − a3b4)c1d2
+ (a2b4 − a4b2)c1d3 + (a4b1 − a1b4)c2d3
+ (a3b2 − a2b3)c1d4 + (a1b3 − a3b1)c2d4
+ (a2b1 − a1b2)c3d4)
)
, (106)
not a 2-coboundary, thus cohomologically nontrivial.
Indeed, such a type IV 4-cocycle has a higher-dimensional
irreducible projective representation eρa,bα (c).
The higher dimensional representations and non-Abelian
statistics from a type IV 4-cocycle imply that the GSD is
different from those in the Abelian cases. In particular, on a
3-torus, the GSD for the Abelian case is simply GSD = |G|3
for an Abelian G. The cocycle twist of type IV 4-cocycles
promotes a twisted Abelian model G = (Zm)4 model to
be an intrinsic non-Abelian one, and we compute its GSD
numerically in Table III (see also Table IV).
Indeed, when m is a prime number, forG = Z4m TGT model
with type IV 4-cocycle, such as m = 2,3,5, . . . , we obtain an
analytic formula of its GSD:
GSDT3,IV(mprime)
= m3 − m5 − m6 − m7 + m8 + m9 + m10, (107)
which is consistent with Table III. We can derive this GSD
in two alternative ways, either by the conservation of total
quantum dimensions or by the dimensional reduction of a
three-dimensional topological phase to degenerate states of
several sectors of two-dimensional topological phases [32]. To
a representation theory point of view, part of the GSD is due to
Abelian excitations carrying scalar representations and part of
GSD is due to non-Abelian excitations carryingm-dimensional
representations (especially for prime m’s). This way, we can
decompose the GSD to its Abelian and non-Abelian sectors
with their representations’ dimensions (|G| = m4),
GSDT3,IV(mprime)
≡ GSDAbelT3,IV + GSDnAbelT3,IV
= (m8 + m9 − m5) + (m10 − m7 − m6 + m3). (108)
The conservation of total quantum dimensions are constrained
by a cubic equality:
|G|3 = GSDAbelT3,IV · dim21 + GSDnAbelT3,IV · dim2m
= GSDAbelT3,IV + GSDnAbelT3,IV · m2 = m12, (109)
where we use dimm = m to denote the dimension of the m-
dimensional representation. If the corresponding ground state
has an excited counterpart, dimm would also be the quantum
dimension of that excitation.
When m is not a prime (such as m = 4), the dimensions
of the representations have more choice: dimm′ , where m′ is a
divisor of m. Namely, m/m′ ∈ Z. For example, when m = 4,
we have dimensions of representations as dim1, dim2 and dim4.
Because the conservation of quantum dimensions still holds in
the form of a cubic equality:
|G|3 = GSDAbelT3,IV · dim21 +
∑
m′
GSDnAbelT3,IV(m′) · dim2m′ . (110)
To satisfy this equality, we learn that the factorization of
nonprime m to smaller m′ makes the overall sum of GSD
become larger. Indeed, we see it is the case that for m = 4,
namely,
|G|3 > GSDT3,IV(mnonprime)|gcd(pIV(1234),m)=1
> GSDT3,IV(mnonprime)|gcd(pIV(1234),m)=1
> m3 − m5 − m6 − m7 + m8 + m9 + m10. (111)
The relation should work for any positive integer m. The
general formula of the GSD on T3 for any m is expected
to relate to the factorization of m.
C. G = (Zm)n or G =∏i ZNi
We end this section by considering the finite Abelian group
Znm and
∏
i ZNi for some integer m and n. A special case with
n  3 was investigated in previous subsections in Sec. VII A.
For n > 3, things are similar to the G = Z4m case in Sec. VII B.
The second, the third, and the fourth cohomology groups
are
H 2[(Zm)n,U (1)]  (Zm)(
n
2),
H 3[(Zm)n,U (1)]  (Zm)(
n
1)+(n2)+(n3), (112)
H 4[(Zm)n,U (1)]  (Zm)2(
n
2)+2(n3)+(n4).
TABLE IV. GSD on a 3-torus T3 with G = Z4m. If q = 0 and if gcd(q,m) = 1, it is truncated to GSDT3,IV(mprime).
GSD pIV(1234) = 0 pIV(1234) = 0 [if gcd(pIV(1234),m) = 1]
m = prime (m4)3 GSDT3,IV(mprime) = m3 − m5 − m6 − m7 + m8 + m9 + m10
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More generally G = ∏i ZNi , we have
H 2
[∏
i
ZNi ,U (1)
]
=
∏
1i<jk
ZNij , (113)
H 3
[∏
i
ZNi ,U (1)
]
=
∏
1i<j<lk
ZNi × ZNij × ZNijl ,
(114)
H 4
[∏
i
ZNi ,U (1)
]
=
∏
1i<j<l<mk
Z2Nij × Z2Nijl × ZNijlm .
(115)
The 4-cocycles for finite Abelian groups are limited to types
II, III, and IV 4-cocycles discussed in Secs. VII A and VII B.
The data above is sufficient to exemplify our general studies
of the TGT model in previous sections.
VIII. CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE
DIJKGRAAF-WITTEN THEORY
In this section, we briefly demonstrate the relation between
our TGT model and the Dijkgraaf-Witten (DW) topological
gauge theory [31]. The (d + 1)-dimensional discrete DW
gauge theory with a finite gauge group G is defined on a
triangulation T of a (d + 1)-manifold M . The triangulation T
consists of (d + 1)-simplices. Each edge, or 1-simplex, of T
is oriented and graced with a group element of G [see Fig. 2
for a (3 + 1)D example]. The topological partition function of
this gauge theory reads
Z =
∑
γ
eiS[γ ] =
∑
γ
ei2π〈ωd+1,γ (T)〉 (mod 2π)
= 1|G|VT
∑
{[vavb]}
∏
i
ωd+1({[vavb]})i
∣∣∣
vavb∈Ti
. (116)
Here we sum over all embedding maps γ : M → BG, from
the spacetime manifold M to BG, the classifying space
of G. In the second equality, we triangulate M to T,
where each edge vavb connects the two vertices va and
vb. The action 〈ωd+1,γ (T)〉 evaluates the cocycles ωd+1 on
the space-time (d + 1)-complex T. Based on the relation
between the topological cohomology class of BG and the
cohomology group of G: Hd+2[BG,Z] = Hd+1[G,R/Z] =
Hd+1[G,U (1)] [31,44], we can view ωd+1 as the (d + 1)-
cocycles in the cohomology group Hd+1[G,U (1)]. Each edge
vavb carries a group element [vavb] ∈ G. The 1/|G|VT is the
normalization factor, where VT counts the number of vertices
in T. The cocycleωd+1 is evaluated on all the (d + 1)-simplices
Ti of T.
In 3 + 1 dimensions, the ω4 is in fact the 4-cocycle ω we
have been dealing with in the entire paper. Restricted to this
case, the partition function (116) is invariant under the Pachner
moves that connect two simplicial triangulations of M . It is
also gauge invariant under the lattice gauge transformation,
whose definition is the same as that of our vertex operator Agv
[see Eq. (11) for an example].
If the manifold M is open, one has to add boundary
terms to Eq. (116) but the bulk gauge transformation ceases
to work on the boundary. Here is the reason. The partition
function (116) sums over the embedding maps of M into
the classifying space BG. When M is open, the boundary
condition on M nevertheless fixes the boundary values of all
the embedding maps. As such, the Pachner moves involving
the boundary simplices would be disallowed because they can
vary the boundary value of an embedding. Consequently, on
the three-dimensional boundary ∂M , degrees of freedom that
cannot be gauged away by the bulk gauge transformation
emerge, forming the boundary states. In this scenario, the
four-dimensional partition function can be regarded as the
transition amplitude between the boundary states, or simply a
wave function of the boundary degrees of freedom. Being a
topological gauge theory, however, the DW theory does not
have a finite Hamiltonian via Legendre transform; hence,
on the boundary, the notion of ground and excited states
is missing. Nonetheless, the notion of gauge-invariant and
uninvariant states still exists. In fact, if ∂M is closed, only
gauge-invariant states survive the boundary. The size of the
Hilbert space of the boundary gauge-invariant states can be
obtained by the standard technique of “gluing” and “sewing”
in topological field theories. Particularly, in our case, the
DW partition function turns out to count the dimension of
the Hilbert space of the gauge-invariant states on the closed
boundary ∂M .
A natural but challenging question arises: can one construct
a Hamiltonian on the closed boundary ∂M , such that the
ground states of the Hamiltonian are in one-to-one correspon-
dence with the gauge-invariant boundary states of a DW theory
on M? In this work, we have actually tackled this challenge.
One of the authors of the current paper has shown in Ref.
[12] the correspondence between the TQD model and the
(2 + 1)-dimensional DW theory. The entire analysis in the
2 + 1 case straightforwardly applies to our 3 + 1 case by just
going one dimension higher, so we will not repeat it. To be
precise, let us place the DW theory on the triangulation of a
(3 + 1)-dimensional manifold X × S1, where S1 is the circle,
and ∂X, the boundary of X, is a torus, such that ∂X × S1 is
a 3-torus. Then we place our TGT model on the triangulation
of ∂X × S1. Knowing that the gauge transformation on the
boundary of the DW theory is the same as the vertex operator
in the TGT model, and using the result in Ref. [12], we can
infer the following identity:
ZT(X×S1)DW (G,ω) = GSDT(∂X×S
1)
TGT (G,ω). (117)
The correspondence deduced above justifies the claim that our
TGT model may indeed be a Hamiltonian extension of the DW
discrete gauge theory. And this can be generalized to higher
dimensions without a problem.
Another remark is that the DW theory in 3 + 1 dimensions
is also a twisted version of the BF topological field theory
[45,46] with only theB ∧ F term and the gauge transformation
twisted by a 4-cocycle. In this BF theory, apart from a usual
1-form field A whose curvature is F , there is also a 2-form
field B. As opposed to that of the field A, the flux of the
field B is obtained by integrating of B over a two-dimensional
surface. Recall that in the ground-state spectrum of our TGT
model, there are membranes that carry two flux indices.
These observations imply that the TGT model can also be
a Hamiltonian extension of the BF theory that is twisted
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by 4-cocycles. Nevertheless, we shall leave more detailed
discussion of this and the subtleties to future work.
IX. DISCUSSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Here, we shall remark on our main results and raise a few
questions tied to these results, the answers to which deserve
future exploration.
First, we constructed the TGT model, which is a lattice
Hamiltonian model of three-dimensional topological phases.
The model is defined by a 4-cocycle [ω] ∈ H 4[G,U (1)] of
a finite group G on a simplicial triangulation of a closed,
oriented 3-manifold. Each edge of the triangulation is endowed
with an element of G. This model describes a large class of
topological phases in three spatial dimensions. The TGT model
possess a set of topological observables, namely, GSD, the
modular T andS matrices. The latter two observables give rise
to fractional topological quantum numbers, e.g., topological
spins, which together with GSD, characterize the topological
properties of the TGT model.
Second, we found that these topological quantum numbers
depend either directly on the defining 4-cocycle of the model
or indirectly via a doubly twisted 2-cocycle derived from
the 4-cocycle, which in turn classify the topological quantum
numbers. Typically, two equivalent 4-cocycles always define
two equivalent TGT models that yield the same topological
phase.
Third, we also demonstrated that our TGT model is
a Hamiltonian extension of the (3 + 1)-dimensional DW
topological gauge theory. In fact, we have shown that the GSD
of a TGT model defined by some 4-cocycle on the boundary
of a 4-manifold coincides with the partition function of the
DW theory in the 4-manifold, whose topological action is
determined by the same 4-cocycle. This correspondence also
implies a relation between our TGT model and certain type of
BF theory. The relation between BF theories and topological
phases is discussed has been discussed recently [47–50]. Since
more general BF theories, especially those with a B ∧ B term,
may relate to gravity [51], it would be very interesting to
extend our model for such theories, which may shed light on
the connection between gravity and condensed matter physics.
We remark that, via the plausible duality mapping between
symmetry-protected topological states (SPTs) and intrin-
sic topological orders [9,10,13,44], one may associate the
symmetry-protected topological terms of SPTs field theory to
the topological terms of topological field theory for topological
orders [52]. At least for (3+1)D TGT described by Dijkgraaf-
Witten theory and group cohomology, we shall be able to
comprehend the topological terms via its dual SPTs. It is
known in Ref. [52] that for generic twisted Abelian gauge
group G = ∏i ZNi , their topological terms have the forms,
Ai ∧ Aj ∧ dAk or Ai ∧ Aj ∧ Ak ∧ Al . These are the type II,
type III, and type IV 4-cocycles examined in our Sec. VII
and Ref. [32]. Thus the B ∧ B term which is not among the
topological terms of DW theory and group cohomology, would
be beyond group cohomology.
In 2 + 1 dimensions, the TQD model on the torus is also
related to the rational conformal field theories (RCFT) that
are the toric orbifolds by a finite group of a holomorphic
CFT and are twisted by a nontrivial 3-cocycle [12]. This
correspondence identifies the ground states, the GSD, and
the modular matrices of a TQD model, respectively, with the
holomorphic characters, the number of primary fields, and also
the modular matrices of the corresponding RCFT. Provided
with the description of fractional quantum Hall effect by CFT,
it is expected that the statistical and topological properties of
the quasi-excitations and hence the topological phase of a TQD
model can be investigated in terms of the modular matrices
of the model. It is therefore important to examine whether
and how the TGT model may be related to three-dimensional
conformal field theory.
In a two-dimensional topological phase, the quasi-
excitations are in one-to-one correspondence with the ground
states; hence they share the same topological properties. In a
three-dimensional topological phase, it is a question whether
such a bijection still holds. As argued in Ref. [32], the
bijection may cease to exist. Although it is clear that the
three-dimensional excitations would share a few properties
with the ground states, at this moment, we lack a systematic un-
derstanding of the excitations which cannot be dimensionally
reduced from three to two dimensions. Hence we shall refrain
from concluding affirmatively here and leave the answer for
future work.
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APPENDIX A: BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO
COHOMOLOGY GROUPS Hn[G,U(1)]
In both Secs. II A and VIII, we gave a physical account
for the 4-cocycles that define our models. Here, to make
the mathematical content self-contained, we organize a few
elementary but relevant definitions about the cohomology
groups Hn[G,U (1)] of finite groups G.
To define the nth cohomology group of a finite group
G, we need to learn a similar group structure, the n-th
cochain group Cn[G,U (1)] of G. It is an Abelian group
of n-cochains, i.e., functions c(g1, . . . ,gn) : G×n → U (1),
where gi ∈ G. The group structure is fabricated by the
product rule: c(g1, . . . ,gn)c′(g1, . . . ,gn) = (cc′)(g1, . . . ,gn).
The coboundary operator δ maps Cn to Cn+1, namely,
δ : Cn → Cn+1
: c(g1, . . . ,gn) → δc(g0,g1 . . . ,gn),
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where
δc(g0,g1 . . . ,gn)
=
n+1∏
i=0
c(. . . ,gi−2,gi−1gi,gi+1, . . . )(−1)i .
At i = 0, the series of variables starts at g0, and at i = n + 1,
the series of variables ends at gn−1. Equation (3) offers the
example for n = 4. One can easily check the nilpotency of δ,
i.e., δ2c = 1, which leads to the following exact sequence:
· · ·Cn−1 δ→ Cn δ→ Cn+1 · · · . (A1)
The images of the coboundary operator, namely, im(δ :
Cn−1 → Cn), form the nth coboundary group, in which the
n-cochains are dubbed n-coboundaries. On the other hand, The
kernel ker(δ : Cn → Cn+1) is the group of n-cocycles, which
are the n-cochains satisfying the cocycle condition δc = 1.
Equation (3) is again the example for n = 4. The definition
of the nth cohomology group then naturally follows from the
exact sequence (A1):
Hn[G,U (1)] := ker(δ : C
n → Cn+1)
im(δ : Cn−1 → Cn) .
The group Hn[G,U (1)] is Abelian; it consists of the equiva-
lence classes of the n-cocyles that differ from one another by
only an n-coboundary. A trivial n-cocycle is equivalent to the
unity and thus can be written as a n-coboundary.
There also exists a slant product that maps an n-cocycle c
to an (n − 1)-cocycle cg:
cg(g1,g2, . . . ,gn−1)
= c(g,g1,g2, . . . ,gn−1)(−1)n−1
n−1∏
j=1
c(g1, . . . ,gj ,(g1 · · · gj )−1
× g(g1 · · · gj ), . . . ,gn−1)(−1)n−1+j . (A2)
The twisted 3-cocycles and the doubly twisted 2-cocycles we
have encountered in the main part of the paper are examples
of this slant product.
APPENDIX B: ALGEBRA OF THE VERTEX
AND FACE OPERATORS
We prove that the vertex and face operators constituting the
Hamiltonian (5) form a closed algebra as follows:
(i) [Bf ′ ,Bf ] = 0,
[
Bf ,A
g
v
] = 0, (B1a)
(ii) [Agv,Ahw] = 0 if v = w, (B1b)
(iii) Agv′Ahv = Ag·hv , v′ < v,v′v = h. (B1c)
The product rule (B1c) ensures that Av =
∑
g A
g
v/|G| is a
projector. Note that, for simplicity, because the vertex ordering
are explicit in terms of the enumerations, we may drop the
arrows on the edges in a graph without a prior notice.
(i) The first commutator [Bf ′ ,Bf ] = 0 is a direct result of
the definition of Bf in Eq. (6), whereas the second commutator
should be proven in two cases. Consider an Agv and a Bf for
v /∈ f . Because Av varies only the group elements on the edges
meeting at the vertex v, in this case, the zero-flux condition
imposed by the Bf on the f cannot be affected by Av , and
vice versa. Thus [Bf ,Agv ] = 0 is obviously true when v /∈ f .
On the other hand, if v lies on the boundary of f , it suffices to
consider for example the two actions,Agv4Bv2v3v4 andBv2v3v′4A
g
v4
with v′4v4 = g, on the basis vector∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
.
These two actions are equal:
Agv2Bv2v3v4
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= · · · δv2v3 · v3v4 · v4v2[v1v2,v2v3,v3v′4,v′4v4]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= · · · δv2v3 · v3v
′
4 · v′4v2
[v1v2,v2v3,v3v′4,v′4v4]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
(B2)
= · · · Bv2v3v
′
4
[v1v2,v2v3,v3v′4,v′4v4]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= Bv2v3v′4Agv4
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
, (B3)
where the dots · · · omit all other irrelevant factors. The
second equality above follows from the chain rule v2v′4 ·
v′4v4 = v2v4 ⇒ v4v2 = v4v′4 · v′4v2. Therefore, we conclude
that [Bf ,Agv ] = 0 is true for all f,v ∈ .
(ii) The definition of Av makes [Agv,Ahw] = 0 hold trivially
if v1 and v2 do not bound any edge. The nontrivial case arises
when v and w are the two ends of an edge. Since we consider
closed graphs only, we focus on the basis graphs in which vw
is explicitly an interior edge. It is sufficient to check the action
of Ag4Ah2 on the simplest relevant basis graph, where the edge
24 is shared by three tetrahedra, 0124, 0234, and 1234. We
find
A
g
4A
h
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= [02
′,2′2,23,34][01,12′,2′2,23]
[12′,2′2,23,34][01,12′,2′2,24]A
g
4
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= [02
′,2′2,23,34][01,12′,2′2,23]
[12′,2′2,23,34][01,12′,2′2,24] [01,13,34
′,4′4]
× [01,12
′,2′4′,4′4][02′,2′3,34′,4′4]
[12′,2′3,34′,4′4]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
, (B4)
with [v′2v2] = h,[v′4v4] = g. Only those 4-cocycles relevant to
the two vertices 2 and 4 are displayed.
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Conversely, we apply Ah2A
g
4 on the same basis graph and
obtain
Ah2A
g
4
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= [01,12,24
′,4′4][01,13,34′,4′4]
[12′,2′3,34′,4′4]
× [02,23,34′,4′4]Ah2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= [01,12,24
′,4′4][01,13,34′,4′4]
[12′,2′3,34′,4′4] [02,23,34
′,4′4]
× [01,12
′,2′2,23][02′,2′2,23,34]
[01,12′,2′2,24′][12′,2′2,23,34′]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
(B5)
with [v′2v2] = h,[v′4v4] = g as well.
Nevertheless, it is straightforward to show that the two
amplitudes in Eqs. (B4) and (B5) are precisely the same by
applying the chain rules (7) induced by each action of Av
and the 4-cocycle condition (3) three times, respectively with
different group variables, as follows:
[02,23,34′,4′4][02′,2′2,24′,4′4][02′,2′2,23,34′]
[2′2,23,34′,4′4][02′,2′3,34′,4′4][02′,2′2,23,34] = 1,
[2′2,23,34′,4′4][12′,2′3,34′,4′4][12′,2′2,23,34]
[12,23,34′,4′4][12′,2′2,24′,4′4][12′,2′2,23,34′] = 1,
[12′,2′2,24′,4′4][01,12,24′,4′4][01,12′,2′2,24]
[02′,2′2,24′,4′4][01,12′,2′4′,4′4][01,12′,2′2,24′] = 1.
Notice that the chain rules (7) guarantee that each group
element indexed by the same pair of enumerations is the
same in the above evaluations. Therefore, we arrive at
A
g
4A
h
2 = Ah2Ag4 . And clearly we can conclude that in general
[Agv,Ahw] = 0,∀v = w.
It would be illustrative to depict in Fig. 6 the 4-complex
that encodes the two amplitudes in Eqs. (B4) and (B5) and
also the three 4-cocycle conditions above. Here we remark
that the 4-cocycle conditions one can use must not rely on any
0
1
2
3
4
2
4
FIG. 6. (Color online) 4-complex encoding the actions Ag4Ah2
(absence of the edge 24′) and Ah2Ag4 (absence of the edge 2′4) in
Eqs. (B4) and (B5).
chain rule that does not exist for the three group elements along
the boundary of a triangle. One can see that indeed our proof
above does not assume the chain rule on any of the triangles
in the basis graph in the first line of Eq. (B4).
Another subtlety in the proof above lies in determining the
orientations of certain 4-simplices and hence the signs of the
associated 4-cocycles. For instance, consider the 4-cocycle
[01,12′,2′2,23], which is associated with the 4-simplex
012′23; however, since the combination 0123 does not exist as
a tetrahedron in the original basis graph, one cannot use Con-
vention 3 and determine the orientation of 012′23 by the orien-
tation of 0123 but has to resort to Convention 2 as if 012′23 is
merely a 3-complex consisting of four tetrahedra except 0123.
(iii) In the product rule Agv′Ahv = Ag·hv , we assumed that Ahv
acts first and turns the vertex v to v′ < v, such that v′v = h, and
then Agv′ turns v′ to v′′ < v′, such that v′′v′ = h, whereas Ag·hv
replaces v by v′′ with v′′v = g · h. We consider the following
generic basis graph consisting of three tetrahedra, 0124, 0234,
and 1234, and begin with the action of Agv′Ahv on the vertex 2
therein:
A
g
2′A
h
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= [01,12
′,2′2,23][02′,2′2,23,34]
[01,12′,2′2,24][12′,2′2,23,34]A
g
v′
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= [01,12
′,2′2,23][02′,2′2,23,34]
[01,12′,2′2,24][12′,2′2,23,34]
× [01,12
′′,2′′2′,2′3][02′′,2′′2′,2′3,34]
[01,12′′,2′′2′,2′4][12′′,2′′2′,2′3,34]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
. (B6)
Now applying to the above amplitude made of eight 4-
cocycles the following four 4-cocycles conditions in order:
[02′,2′2,23,34][02′′,2′′2′,2′3,34][02′′,2′′2′,2′2,23]
[2′′2′,2′2,23,34][02′′,2′′2,23,34][02′′,2′′2′,2′2,24] = 1,
[2′′2′,2′2,23,34][12′′,2′′2,23,34][12′′,2′′2′,2′2,24]
[12′,2′2,23,34][12′′,2′′2′,2′3,34][12′′,2′′2′,2′2,23] = 1,
[02′′,2′′2′,2′2,24][01,12′′,2′′2,24][01,12′′,2′′2′,2′2]
[12′′,2′′2′,2′2,24][01,12′,2′2,24][01,12′′,2′′2′,2′4] = 1,
[12′′,2′′2′,2′2,23][01,12′,2′2,23][01,12′′,2′′2′,2′3]
[02′′,2′′2′,2′2,23][01,12′′,2′′2,23][01,12′′,2′′2′,2′2] = 1,
we obtain
A
g
2′A
h
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= [01,12
′′,2′′2,23][02′′,2′′2,23,34]
[01,12′′,2′′2,24][12′′,2′′2,23,34]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= Ag·h2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
, (B7)
where the last equality is immediate by acknowledg-
ing the chain rule v′′2v2 = v′′2v′2 · v′2v2 = g · h. It would be
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FIG. 7. (Color online) 4-complex encoding the amplitudes in
Eqs. (B6) and (B7) and the 4-cocycle conditions applied.
straightforward but just tedious to repeat the proof for vertices
shared by any number of tetrahedra. And there is no need to
do so. Therefore, we conclude that
A
g
v′A
h
v = Ag·hv .
Once again, for completeness and clarity, the ampltitudes in
Eqs. (B6) and (B7), and the four 4-cocycle conditions used
above are implied in the 4-complex in Fig. 7.
APPENDIX C: UNITARITY OF MUTATIONS
TRANSFORMATIONS
In this Appendix, we prove that the mutation transforma-
tions defined in Eqs. (23) through (26) are a unitary symmetry
on the ground-state Hilbert space of our model. Our proof
consists of the following two two steps.
1. Symmetry
In the ground-state spaceH0 ⊂ HBf =1 , any triangle vivj vk
in  must obey the following chain rule:
[vivj ] = [vivj ] · [vjvk], (C1)
where we assume the three vertices are in the order
vi < vj < vk . Hence we can forget about the operators Bf in
this subspace. The ground-state projector (17) then reduces
to P 0 =
∏
v∈ Av . Since we are only concerned with whether
the mutation transformations are a unitary symmetry of
the ground states, we can restrict ourselves to the subspace
HBf =1 for all . As such, to show that TiP 0 = P 0′Ti , where
′ = Ti(), it suffices to show that
Ti
∏
v∈
Av =
∏
v∈′
AvTi (C2)
holds for all mutation transformation generators Ti , i =
1,2,3,4, and any state in theHBf =1 on any. Note that a Ti acts
on at most four tetrahedra but preserves any other tetrahedron
in the same graph, so Ti certainly commutes with any Av at
any vertex v that does not lie in the tetrahedra the Ti acts on.
Thus, to show Eq. (C2), we need only to focus on the part of 
within the scope of the action of Ti . Now we shall proceed to
prove Eq. (C2) for T2. The proofs for T1, T3, and T4 are similar
and even simpler, and thus would not be detailed here.
It suffices to consider solely a basis 3-complex that bounds
a 4-simplex in HBf =1 , namely | 〉, where the vertex
enumerations are in the obvious order. The T2 operator will
remove the edge [24] by Definition 24. For the sake of
clearance, we will split the proof to two steps. First, prove
T2 commutes with A2A4; second, prove T2 commutes with
A0, A1, and A3, respectively:
A2A4T2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= A2A4[01,12,23,34]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= 1|G|2
∑
[22′],[44′]∈G
[01,12,23,34]
× [01,13,34,44′]−1[01,12,22′,2′3]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
. (C3)
Note that we have two 4-cocycle conditions respectively
for the two 5-simplices [012344′] and [0122′34′],
1 = [12,23,34,44′][02,23,34,44′]−1[01,13,34,44′]
× [01,12,24,44′]−1[01,12,23,34′][01,12,23,34]−1 (C4)
and
1 = [12,22′,2′3,34′][02,22′,2′3,34′]−1[01,12′,2′3,34′]
× [01,12,23,34′]−1[01,12,22′,2′4′][01,12,22′,2′3]−1.
(C5)
Applying the above 4-cocycle conditions to the 4-
cocycles [01,12,23,34], [01,13,34,44′], [01,12,23,34′], and
[01,12,22′,2′3] leads to
A2A4T2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= 1|G|2
∑
[22′],[44′]∈G
[01,12′,2′3,34′][12,23,34,44′]
[02,23,34,44′]
× [12,22
′2′3,34′][01,12,22′2′4′]
[01,12,24,44′][02,22′,2′3,34′]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= T2A2A4
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
. (C6)
This concludes the first step: A2A4T2 = T2A2A4. Sec-
ond, we show that A0T2 = T2A0. The other two relations
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A1T2 = T2A1, A3T2 = T2A3 follow likewise:
A0T2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= A0[01,12,23,34]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= 1|G|2
∑
[00′]∈G
[01,12,23,34]
× [00′,0′1,12,23][00′,0′1,13,34]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
.
Using the 4-cocycle condition for the 5-simplex [00′1234]
1 = [0′1,12,23,34][01,12,23,34]−1
× [00′,0′2,23,34][00′,0′1,13,34]−1
× [00′,0′1,12,24][00′,0′1,12,23]−1,
we obtain
A0T2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= 1|G|2
∑
[00′]∈G
[0′1,12,23,34]
× [00′,0′2,23,34][00′,0′1,12,24]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= T2A0
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
,
which completes the second step, and therefore proves A0T2 =
T2A0. The proofs for A1T2 = T2A1 and A3T2 = T2A3 are the
same. Combining them together, we arrive at the commutation
relation T2
∏4
i=0 Ai =
∏4
i=0 AiT2.
2. Unitarity
Now we demonstrate that all mutation transformations
satisfy Eq. (27) and thus are unitary on the ground-state
Hilbert space H0. We need only to show this for the mutation
transformation generators T1, T2, T3, and T4.
We first show that T1T2 = 1 and T2T1 = 1 hold not only
on the ground states but also over the entire subspace HBf =1.
Let us consider the action of T1T2 on a generic basis state
as follows, where only the relevant part of the basis graph is
displayed:
T1T2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= [01,12,23,34]T1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
=
∑
[24]∈G
[01,12,23,34][01,12,23,34]−1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
=
∑
[24]∈G
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
.
This is worthy of more explanation. The first two equalities
follow from the definitions of T2 and T1, respectively. The third
equality is simple algebra because the group element [01], [12],
[23], [34] and therefore [01,12,23,34] do not change. The last
equality owes to the fact that [24] is the only group element
that satisfies the chain rule, as given in the initial state. That
T2T1 = 1 follows likewise.
As a result, T2 = T −11 (T1 = T −12 ), such that we can define
that T †1 = T2 (T †2 = T1) and unitarity is proved for T1 and T2.
Next, we prove that T4T3 = 1 on the entire subspaceHBf =1.
We consider the action of T4T3 on a generic basis state
as follows, in which only the relevant part of the graph is
displayed:
T4T3
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
=
∑
[01],[02],[03],[04]∈G
[01,12,23,34]T4
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
=
∑
[01],[02],[03],[04]∈G
[01,12,23,34]
[01,12,23,34]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
,
At this point, one may think that T4 is the inverse of T3
on HBf =1. But this is not true because T3T4 = 1 in general.
Nevertheless, fortunately, as we now show, T3T4 = 1 on the
ground states H0.
Since T3T4P 0 = T3P 0T4 = P 0T3T4 on H0, we have
T3T4P
0(0,1,2,3,4)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= T3P 0(0,1,2,3,4)T4
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
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= [01,12,23,34]−1T3P 0(1,2,3,4)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= [01,12,23,34]−1P 0(1,2,3,4)T3
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= P 0(1,2,3,4)
∑
[0′1],[0′2],[0′3],[0′4]∈G
[01,12,23,34]−1
× [0′1,12,23,34]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= P 0(1,2,3,4) 1|G|
∑
[00′]∈G
[00′,0′2,23,34]−1
× [00′,0′1,13,34][00′,0′1,12,24]−1
× [00′,0′1,12,23]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= P 0(1,2,3,4)A0
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
= P 0(0,1,2,3,4)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
,
where P 0(1,2,3,4) and P 0(0,1,2,3,4) are projectors acting on
the vertices of the corresponding basis graph. The fifth equality
in the equation above is obtained by applying to the following
4-cocycle condition for [00′1234] in the fourth equality:
1 = [0′1,12,23,34][01,12,23,34]−1
× [00′,0′2,23,34][00′,0′1,13,34]−1
× [00′,0′1,12,24][00′,0′1,12,23]−1.
The derivation above shows that T3T4 = 1 on the ground
states, which together with T4T3 = 1 on HBf =1, results in that
T3 = T †4 and T4 = T †3 on H0. That is, T4 and T3 are unitary on
the ground states.
An amusing by-product of our proof above is that in the
subspace HBf =1,
T3T4 = Av, (C7)
where v is the vertex annihilated by the action of T4.
APPENDIX D: DETAILS OF THE GROUND-STATE
PROJECTOR
Here we prove Eq. (34). We start with the amplitude in Eq.
(31) and rewrite it compactly as
I x(a,b,c)I x(b,c,a)I x(c,a,b)
I x(a,c,b)I x(c,b,a)I x(b,a,c) , (D1)
where we define
I x(a,b,c) := [b,cx¯,x,ax¯][x,ax¯,xbx¯,xcx¯][a,b,cx¯,x][cx¯,x,ax¯,xbx¯] ,
a = k, b = g, c = g¯h. (D2)
So, clearly in the above, a, b, and c commute with each other
because g, h, and k do. Using the normalization condition (4)
and the following 4-cocycle conditions
δ[a,b,c,x¯,x] = 1,
δ[c,x¯,x,ax¯,xbx¯] = 1,
δ[b,c,x¯,x,ax¯] = 1,
δ[x,x¯,xax¯,xbx¯,xcx¯] = 1,
the four 4-cocycles in Eq. (D2) respectively become
[a,b,cx¯,x] = [b,c,x¯,x][a,bc,x¯,x][ab,c,x¯,x][a,b,c,x¯] ,
[cx¯,x,ax¯,xbx¯] = [x¯,x,ax¯,xbx¯][c,x¯,x,abx¯][c,x¯,xax¯,xbx¯][c,x¯,x,ax¯] ,
[b,cx¯,x,ax¯]−1 = [c,x¯,x,ax¯][b,c,x¯,xax¯][bc,x¯,x,ax¯][b,c,x¯,x] ,
[x,ax¯,xbx¯,xcx¯]−1 = [x¯,xax¯,xbx¯,xcx¯][x,x¯,xax¯,xbcx¯][x,x¯,xabx¯,xcx¯][x,x¯,xax¯,xbx¯] .
And substituting in the above
[x¯,x,ax¯,xbx¯] = [cx¯,x,x¯,xabx¯][c,x¯,xax¯,xbx¯][cx¯,x,x¯,xax¯] ,
which is a result of the normalization condition (4) and the
4-cocycle condition δ[cx¯,x,x¯,xax¯,xbx¯] = 1. Note that the
above identities apply to the other five factors in Eq. (D2)
under suitable permutations of a, b, and c. After some algebra,
the expression (D1) again consists of twenty-four 4-cocycles
and can be written as
[x¯,xcx¯,xbx¯]a
[b,c,x¯]a
[b,x¯,xcx¯]a
[c,x¯,xbx¯]a
[c,b,x¯]a
[x¯,xbx¯,xcx¯]a
, (D3)
where
[x,y,z]u def= [x,x¯ux,y,z][x,y,z,xyzu(xyz)][u,x,y,z][x,y,xyu(xy),z] , (D4)
which is in fact the slant product (A2) at n = 4. Let us call
[x,y,z]u a normalized twisted 3-cocycle by u because it does
not satisfy the usual 3-cocycle condition but a twisted one,
namely,
eδ[w,x,y,z]u = [x,y,z]w¯uw[w,xy,z]u[w,x,y]u[wx,y,z]u[w,x,yz]u = 1,
[1,y,z]u = [x,1,z] = [x,y,1]u = 1, (D5)
∀w,x,y,z,u ∈ G, which can be verified by the definition (D4)
and the following usual 4-cocycle conditions:
δ[w,x,y,z,wxyzu(wxyz)] = 1,
δ[w,x,y,wxyu(wxy),z] = 1,
δ[w,x,wxu(wx),y,z] = 1,
δ[w,w¯uw,x,y,z] = 1,
δ[a,w,x,y,z] = 1.
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Equation (D3) is yet not the end of the story; indeed, it can
be cast in an even more compact form as follows:
( [b,c,x¯]a[c,x¯,xbx¯]a
[c,b,x¯]a
)−1 [b,x¯,xcx¯]a[x¯,xcx¯,xbx¯]a
[x¯,xbx¯,xcx¯]a
=
( [c,x¯]a,b
[x¯,xcx¯]a,b
)−1
, (D6)
where use is made of
[y,z]x,w def= [w,y,z]x[y,z,yzw(yz)]x[y,y¯wy,z]x . (D7)
Note, because a, b, and c commute in G, the LHS of Eq. (D6)
appear somewhat simpler than the definition (D7). We dub
[y,z]x,w a normalized doubly twisted 2-cochain by the pair
(x,w), where x then w induce the twisting. If xw = wx,
[y,z]x,w turns out to be a doubly twisted 2-cocycle meeting
the doubly twisted 2-cocycle condition:
eδ[x,y,z]w,u = [y,z]x¯wx,x¯ux[x,yz]w,u[xy,z]w,u[x,y]w,u
∣∣∣∣
wu=uw
= 1, (D8)
by definition (D7) and appropriate applications of the twisted
3-cocycle condition (D5), namely,
δ[x,y,z,xyzu(xyz)]w = 1,
δ[x,y,xyu(xy),z]w = 1,
δ[u,x,y,z]w
∣∣
uw=wu = 1,
where the first two identities hold for all u,w ∈ G. In fact,
as far as the ground states are concerned, xw = wx is always
true [recall Eq. (D6) in which ab = ba is understood]. Besides,
[1,z]x,w = [y,z]x,w = 1. Clearly, if we restrict the arguments
of a doubly twisted 2-cocycle [y,z]x,w toZx,w = {u ∈ G|ux =
xu,uw = wu}, it would satisfy the usual 2-cocycle condition.
Furthermore, we have
[y,z]x,w = [z,y]−1w,x, ∀y,z ∈ Zx,w, (D9)
which can be easily verified by expanding the LHS in terms
of the relevant 4-cocycles and rearrange the 4-cocycles to the
form that gives rise to the RHS. Two more identities worth
noting are
[c,d]a,b = [c,d]−1b,a, ∀ab = ba, (D10)
[b,c]a,b = [c,b]a,b, ∀a,b,c ∈ G, (D11)
which can be easily established by expansion in terms of
twisted 3-cocycles or 4-cocycles.
One may wonder if Eq. (D6) is the only simplification
of the expression (D1). The answer is no. In fact, it is not
hard to see that the expression (D6) is invariant under all
cyclic permutations of a, b, and c but is sent to its inverse
by any exchange of any two of a, b, and c. Therefore, if we
follow our definition (38), we can immediately pin down the
following identities, indicating the equivalent simplifications
of the expression (D1):
[c,x¯]a,b
[x¯,xcx¯]a,b
def= ηa,b(c,x) = ηb,c(a,x) = ηc,a(b,x)
= ηb,a(c,x)−1 = ηc,b(a,x)−1 = ηa,c(b,x)−1,
(D12)
where a, b, and c commute with each other.
APPENDIX E: PROJECTIVE CHARACTERS
OF THE CENTRALIZER
We put forward and prove the following propositions.
Proposition 4. Consider any conjugacy class CA of a finite
group G. For any a,a′ ∈ CA, the isomorphism between Za
and Za′ is a bijection between the conjugacy classes of Za and
those of Za′ .
Proof. Since a,a′ ∈ CA, we assume a′ = xax¯ for some
x ∈ G. This conjugation by x is in fact an isomorphism: Za′ =
xZax¯. Now consider b,b′ ∈ CBZa , a conjugacy class of Za ,
they are respectively mapped by the conjugaction to xbx¯ and
xb′x¯. Let b′ = yby¯ for some y ∈ Za , we can see that xb′x¯ =
(xyx¯)xbx¯(xy¯x¯). Note that xyx¯ ∈ Za′ . Hence, xbx¯ and xb′x¯
belong to the same conjugacy class in Za′ , and this class must
be isomorphic to CBZa .
Proposition 5. For any b,b′ ∈ CBZa , some conjugacy class
of Za , Za,b ∼= Za,b′ .
Proof. This is actually a trivial consequence of the fact that
Zb ∼= Zb′ for any b,b′ ∈ CAG, with however, now G is restricted
to Za .
Proposition 6. For any a,a′ ∈ CAG, where a′ = xax¯ for
some x ∈ G, any b ∈ CBZa , and b′ ∈ CB
′
Za′
with b′ = xbx¯,
Za,b ∼= Za′,b′ .
Proof. For any c ∈ Za,b, clearly xcx¯ commute with both a′
and b′ and is thus in Za′,b′ , which establishes the proposition.
Note that we have CBZa ∼= CB
′
Za′
by Proposition 4.
Bearing Proposition 6 in mind, given the representation
eρk,gμ of Zk,g for a fixed k ∈ CA and g ∈ CBZk , we construct
eρxkx¯,xgx¯μ as follows. For all x ∈ G, the elements xh′x¯ run
over all elements in xZk,gx¯, while h runs over all elements in
Zk,g . We can then define a projective representation eρxkx¯,xgx¯μ
of xZk,gx¯ from a given representation eρk,gμ of Zk,g , by
eρxkx¯,xgx¯μ (xh′x¯) = ηk,g(h′,x)−1eρk,gμ (h′). (E1)
We now verify thateρxkx¯,xgx¯μ is truly a βxkx¯,xgx¯ representation
by checking the multiplication rule for all h′1,h′2 ∈ Zk,g ,
eρxkx¯,xgx¯μ (xh′1x¯)eρxkx¯,xgx¯μ (xh′2x¯)
= ηk,g(h′1,x)−1ηk,g(h′2,x)−1eρk,gμ (h′1)eρk,gμ (h′2)
= ηk,g(h′1,x)−1ηk,g(h′2,x)−1βk,g(h′1,h′2)eρk,gμ (h′1h′2)
= η
k,g(h′1h′2,x)
ηk,g(h′1,x)ηk,g(h′2,x)
βk,g(h′1,h′2)eρxkx¯,xgx¯(xh′1h′2x¯)
= βxkx¯,xgx¯(xh′1x¯,xh′2x¯)eρxkx¯,xgx¯(xh′1h′2x¯), (E2)
where the last equality holds because of the following relation:
ηk,g(h′1h′2,x)
ηk,g(h′1,x)ηk,g(h′2,x)
= βxkx¯,xgx¯(xh
′
1x¯,xh
′
2x¯)
βk,g(h′1,h′2)
, (E3)
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which can be checked by applying the following doubly
twisted 2-cocycle conditions (D8) to the LHS of Eq. (E3)
eδβk,g(h′1,h′2,x¯) = 1,
eδβk,g(h′1,x¯,xh′2x¯) = 1,
eδβk,g(x¯,xh′1x¯,xh′2x¯) = 1.
Note that the second and third identities in the above are the
usual 2-cocycle condition because h′1,h′2 ∈ Zk.g .
An immediate consequence of the above isomorphism is
the relation between the projective characters,
eχxkx¯,xgx¯μ (xh′x¯) = ηk,g(h′,x)−1eχk,gμ (h′),
eχxkx¯,xgx¯μ (xh′x¯) = ηk,g(h′,x)eχk,gμ (h′), (E4)
for all x ∈ G, which is the very Eq. (53). We remark that,
in general, eχk,gμ (h′) = eχk,gμ (h′) for such projective representa-
tions. Rather, we have
eχk,gμ (h′) = eχk,gμ (h′)βk,g(h,h′), (E5)
where βk,g(h,h′) ≡ βk,g(h′,h′),∀h′ ∈ Zk,g due to the the 2-
cocycle condition (43). Equation (E5) is a direct consequence
of the definition (44) of the β representation.
Equation (E4) leads to the following proposition.
Proposition 7. If h′ ∈ Zk,g is not βk,g regular, eχk,gμ (h′) = 0.
Proof. The proof is straightforward. If h′ ∈ Zk,g is not
βk,g regular, there must exist l ∈ Zk,g,h′ , such that βk,g(h′,l) =
βk,g(l,h′). Let x = ¯l in Eq. (E4); we have
eχk
′,g′
μ (h′) =
βg(l,h′)
βg(h′,l)
eχk
′,g′
μ (h′) =⇒ eχk
′,g′
μ (h′) = 0.
In view of Proposition 5, we can consider simultaneous
conjugation of the g and h′ in certain eχk,gμ (h′). Since g ∈ Zk
for any fixed k must hold under such a conjugation, we simply
can restrict Eq. (E4) to this case and obtain
eχk,ygy¯μ (yh′y¯) = ηk,g(h′,y)−1eχk,gμ (h′),
eχk,ygy¯μ (yh′y¯) = ηk,g(h′,y)eχk,gμ (h′), (E6)
for all y ∈ Zk .
We now establish the following theorem.
Theorem 8. A group element c ∈ Za,b is βa,b regular if and
only if the entire conjugacy class [c] ⊂ Za,b is βa,b regular.
Proof. Let us prove this for an arbitrary c′ ∈ [c]; then the
statement for the entire conjugacy class follows immediately.
Assume c′ = ycy¯ for some y ∈ Za,b. Since c is βa,b regular,
we have
βa,b(c,d)
βa,b(d,c)
= ηa,b(c, ¯d) = 1, ∀d ∈ Za,b,c. (E7)
Our goal is to show that
βa,b(ycy¯,d)
βa,b(d,ycy¯)
= ηa,b(ycy¯, ¯d) = 1, ∀d ∈ Za,b,c. (E8)
To this end, let us plug in Eq. (E3) the relations h1 = y,
h2 = cy¯, and x = ¯d; then we obtain
ηa,b(ycy¯, ¯d)
ηa,b(y, ¯d)ηa,b(cy¯, ¯d) =
βa,b(y,cy¯)
βa,b(y,cy¯)
= 1. (E9)
In the above and in the subsequent derivation, keep in mind
that d commutes with a, b, c, and y, also that y commutes
with a, b, and c. Let us again plug in Eq. (E3) but with h′1 = c,
h′2 = y¯, and x = ¯d, and get
ηa,b(cy¯, ¯d)
ηa,b(c, ¯d)ηa,b(y¯, ¯d) =
βa,b(c,y¯)
βa,b(c,y¯)
= 1. (E10)
In view of Eqs. (E10) and (E7), Eq. (E9) becomes
ηa,b(ycy¯, ¯d)
ηa,b(y, ¯d)ηa,b(y¯, ¯d) = 1. (E11)
As such, proving Eq. (E8) amounts to proving that the
denominator on the LHS of the equation above is unity. We
observe that
1
ηa,b(y, ¯d)ηa,b(y¯, ¯d) = η
a,b(d,y¯)ηa,b(d,y), (E12)
simply by the definition of η in Eq. (38) and that yd = dy. Now
as pointed out below Eq. (41), ηa,b(d,·) is a 1D representation
of Za,b,d , where the “·” is a wild card for any element in
y ∈ Za,b,d . Hence we must have
ηa,b(d,y¯)ηa,b(d,y) = ηa,b(d,yy¯) = ηa,b(d,1) = 1,
where the last equality holds because βa,b is normalized.
Therefore, by Eq. (E11), we finally have ηa,b(ycy¯, ¯d) = 1,
which is the very Eq. (E8). Since c′ is arbitrary, our steps
above apply to the entire class [c]. The necessary side of the
theorem is obvious, concluding the theorem.
The following property of the representations eρk,gμ (h′) is
also key to deriving the topological quantum numbers of the
model,
eρk,gμ (g) =
eχk
A,gB
μ (gB)
dimμ
1, (E13)
where gB is any representative of CBZk . The proof contains two
steps. First, we have ∀h′ ∈ Zk,g ,
eρk,gμ (g)eρk,gμ (h′) = βk,g(g,h′)eρk,gμ (gh′)
Eq. (D11)=====βk,g(h′,g)eρk,gμ (h′g)
= ρk,gμ (h′)eρk,gμ (g).
Then by Schur’s Lemma, we infer that
eρk,gμ (g) ∝ 1.
Second, Eqs. (39) and (E6) indicate that
eρxkx¯,xgx¯μ (xgx¯) = eρk,gμ (g),∀x ∈ G.
Therefore, for g ∈ CBZk , eρk,gμ (g) is a constant of the conjugacy
class pair (CA,CB) and is a multiple of the identity matrix,
leading to Eq. (E13).
APPENDIX F: MODULAR TRANSFORMATIONS
In this Appendix, we detail our construction of the SL(3,Z)
generators as the modular matrix operators Sx and T x . To
better visualize the S transformation, we shear Fig. 4(a) to the
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left a bit, which does not change the triangulation at all, as
follows:
Sx :
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
→ [8′2,23,34,48]−1[8′2,23,37,78][8′2,26,67,78]−1
× [6
′1,12,23,37][6′8′,8′2,26′,67][6′1,15,56,67]
[6′8′,8′2,23,37][6′1,12,26,67]
× [4
′6′,6′1,12,26]
[4′6′,6′8′,8′2,26][4′6′,6′1,15,56]
× [2′4′,4′6′,6′1,15][7′8′,8′2,23,34]
× [5
′6′,6′8′,8′2,23]
[5′7′,7′8′,8′2,23][5′6′,6′1,12,23]
× [3
′5′,5′7′,7′8′,8′2][3′4′,4′6′,6′8′,8′2]
[3′5′,5′6′,6′8′,8′2][3′4′,4′6′,6′1,12]
× [3
′5′,5′6′,6′1,12][1′3′,3′4′,4′6′,6′1]
[1′3′,3′5′,5′6′,6′1][1′2′,2′4′,4′6′,6′1]
×
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
→ [8′2,23,34,48]−1[8′2,23,37,78][8′2,26,67,78]−1
× [6
′1,12,23,37][6′8′,8′2,26′,67][6′1,15,56,67]
[6′8′,8′2,23,37][6′1,12,26,67]
× [4
′6′,6′1,12,26]
[4′6′,6′8′,8′2,26][4′6′,6′1,15,56]
× [2′4′,4′6′,6′1,15][7′8′,8′2,23,34]
× [5
′6′,6′8′,8′2,23]
[5′7′,7′8′,8′2,23][5′6′,6′1,12,23]
× [3
′5′,5′7′,7′8′,8′2][3′4′,4′6′,6′8′,8′2]
[3′5′,5′6′,6′8′,8′2][3′4′,4′6′,6′1,12]
× [3
′5′,5′6′,6′1,12][1′3′,3′4′,4′6′,6′1]
[1′3′,3′5′,5′6′,6′1][1′2′,2′4′,4′6′,6′1]
× [1
′2′,2′3′,3′4′,4′6′]2[1′2′,2′3′,3′6′,6′7′]
[2′3′,3′4′,4′6′,6′8′]2[2′3′,3′6′,6′7′,7′8′]
×
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
, (F1)
where x = 1′1 = 2′5 = 3′2 = 4′6 = 5′3 = 6′7 = 7′4 = 8′8,
and 1′ < 2′ < 3′ < 4′ < 5′ < 6′ < 7′ < 8′ < 1 < 2 < 3 <
4 < 5 < 6 < 7 < 8. The factors after the first “→” is
obtained by making the transformations 8 → 8′, 7 → 6′,
6 → 4′, 5 → 2′, 4 → 7′, 3 → 5′, 2 → 3′, and 1 → 1′
in order, giving rise to the rows of factors, respectively.
Each such transformation can be thought as realized by a
vertex operator Ax acting on the vertex being transformed,
yielding the corresponding 4-cocycles. Nevertheless, the
state after the vertex transformations is yet not the right state
after the transformation, to obtain which a few mutation
FIG. 8. (Color online) Mutation moves used in the final step of
the S transformation. Certain edges are bent to emphasize that these
moves should be viewed in 4D. Panel (a) already encodes aT1 move by
the blue (dashed) lines 2′3′ and 6′7′. The two 3-complexes 1′2′3′4′6′
and 3′5′6′7′8′ are in fact identified, so the two parallel lines 2′3′ and
6′7′ refer to the same mutation move. The situation is similar in
(b). The other five moves are clear. Panel (d) fits in the final state
in Eq. (F1).
transformations [defined in Eqs. (23) and (24)] are required.
Figure 8 illustrates the procedure of applying the necessary
mutation transformations.
Six mutation moves in order, namely, T1(1′2′3′4′6′),
T2(1′2′3′4′6′), T1(2′3′4′6′8′), T2(2′3′4′6′8′), T1(2′3′6′7′8′),
and T2(1′2′3′6′7′), contribute the factor of four 4-cocycles in
the last row of Eq. (F1). Worthy of note is that the two blue
(dash-dot) lines in Fig. 8(a) seem to indicate two different
T1 moves; however, since the two 3-complexes 1′2′3′4′6′ and
3′5′6′7′8′ are in fact identified, the T1 move about 1′2′3′4′6′
and that about 3′5′6′7′8′ are done simultaneously and must
be thought as a single T1 move. Hence one can choose either
1′2′3′4′6′ or 3′5′6′7′8′ as the one being acted on by the T1. And
we choose the former in Eq. (F1). Similarly, for the T2 move
taking Figs. 8(a) to 8(b), we choose the 3-complex 2′3′4′6′8′.
Moreover, since T1(1′2′3′4′6′) and T2(1′2′3′4′6′) yield the
same amplitude, so do T1(2′3′4′6′8′) and T2(2′3′4′6′8′), and
we obtain the square in the last row of Eq. (F1).
Plugged in with the group elements, Eq. (F1) becomes
Sx |k,g,h〉 (F2)
=[xhk,g¯h,g,k]−1[xhk,g¯h,k,g][xhk.k,g¯h,g]−1
× [xhk,g,g¯h,k][xgx¯,xhk,k,g¯h][xhk,k,g,g¯h][xgx¯,xhk,g¯h,k][xhk,g,k,g¯h]
× [xg¯hx¯,xhk,g,k][xg¯hx¯,xgx¯,xhk,k][xg¯hx¯,xhk,k,g]
× [xgx¯,xg¯hx¯,xhk,k][xkx¯,xhk,g¯h,g]
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× [xkx¯,xgx¯,xhk,g¯h][xgx¯,xkx¯,xhk,g¯h][xkx¯,xhk,g,g¯h]
× [xg¯hx¯,xgx¯,xkx¯,xhk][xkx¯,xg¯hx¯,xgx¯,xhk][xg¯hx¯,xkx¯,xgx¯,xhk][xkx¯,xg¯hx¯,xhk,g]
× [xg¯hx¯,xkx¯,xhk,g][xgx¯,xkx¯,xg¯hx¯,xhk][xgx¯,xg¯hx¯,xkx¯,xhk][xkx¯,xgx¯,xg¯hx¯,xhk]
× [xkx¯,x
¯kgx¯,xkx¯,xg¯hx¯]2[xkx¯,x ¯kgx¯,xg¯hkx¯,x ¯kgx¯]
[x ¯kgx¯,xkx¯,xg¯hx¯,xgx¯]2[x ¯kgx¯,xg¯hkx¯,x ¯kgx¯,xkx¯]
× |xhx¯,xkx¯,xgx¯〉, (F3)
where we used the natural basis in Fig. 4(a) for notational
simplicity, and we can freely switch to the physical basis
in Fig. 4(b) at anytime. The Sx transforms the basis vector
|k,g,h〉 to |xhx¯,xkx¯,xgx¯〉 because g = 12 → 1′2′ = xkx¯,
h = 13 → 1′3′ = xgx¯, and k = 15 → 1′5′ = xhx¯. As to the
physical basis, we readily see that
Sx : |k,g,h′〉 → |xgh′x¯,xkx¯,x ¯kgx¯〉. (F4)
After some manipulations of the 4-cocycles in Eq. (F3), one
can turn the equation into a compact form:
Sx |k,g,h〉 = ηxkx¯,xgx¯(xg¯hx¯,hkx¯)
× βxhx¯,xkx¯(x
¯kgx¯,xkx¯)
βxkx¯,xgx¯(xg¯hx¯,xgx¯)
|xhx¯,xkx¯,xgx¯〉. (F5)
For completeness and the sake of the interested reader, the two
doubly twisted 2-cocycles in the expression above are obtained
by applying to the 4-cocycle factors
[xkx¯,x ¯kgx¯,xkx¯,xg¯hx¯]2[xkx¯,x ¯kgx¯,xg¯hkx¯,x ¯kgx¯]
[x ¯kgx¯,xkx¯,xg¯hx¯,xgx¯]2[x ¯kgx¯,xg¯hkx¯,x ¯kgx¯,xkx¯]
in Eq. (F3) these three 4-cocycle conditions:
δ[xgx¯,xg¯hx¯,xkx¯,x ¯kgx¯,xkx¯] = 1,
δ[xkx¯,x ¯kgx¯,xkx¯,xg¯hx¯,xgx¯] = 1,
δ[xkx¯,x ¯kgx¯,xg¯hkx¯,x ¯kgx¯,xkx¯] = 1.
Likewise, we can work out the T x as follows:
T x :
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
→ [7′2,23,34,48]−1[7′2,23,37,78][7′2,26,67,78]−1
× [8
′′7′,7′2,26,67][8′′1,12,23,37][8′′1,15,56,67]
[8′′7′,7′2,23,37][8′′1,12,26,67]
× [6
′8′′,8′′1,12,26]
[6′8′′,8′′1,15,56][6′8′′,8′′7′,7′2,26]
× [5′6′,6′8′′,8′′1,15]
× [3′7′,7′2,23,34]
× [4
′′8′′,8′′7′,7′2,23]
[4′′3′,3′7′,7′2,23][4′′8′′,8′′1,12,23]
× [2
′4′′,4′′3′,3′7′,7′2][2′6′,6′8′′,8′′7′,7′2]
[2′4′′,4′′8′′,8′′7′,7′2][2′6′,6′8′′,8′′1,12]
× [2
′4′′,4′′8′′,8′′1,12][1′2′,2′6′,6′8′′,8′′1]
[1′2′,2′4′′,4′′8′′,8′′1][1′5′,5′6′,6′8′′,8′′1]
×
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
→ [7′2,23,34,48]−1[7′2,23,37,78][7′2,26,67,78]−1
× [8
′′7′,7′2,26,67][8′′1,12,23,37][8′′1,15,56,67]
[8′′7′,7′2,23,37][8′′1,12,26,67]
× [6
′8′′,8′′1,12,26]
[6′8′′,8′′1,15,56][6′8′′,8′′7′,7′2,26]
× [5′6′,6′8′′,8′′1,15]
× [3′7′,7′2,23,34]
× [4
′′8′′,8′′7′,7′2,23]
[4′′3′,3′7′,7′2,23][4′′8′′,8′′1,12,23]
× [2
′4′′,4′′3′,3′7′,7′2][2′6′,6′8′′,8′′7′,7′2]
[2′4′′,4′′8′′,8′′7′,7′2][2′6′,6′8′′,8′′1,12]
× [2
′4′′,4′′8′′,8′′1,12][1′2′,2′6′,6′8′′,8′′1]
[1′2′,2′4′′,4′′8′′,8′′1][1′5′,5′6′,6′8′′,8′′1]
× [1
′2′,2′4′′,4′′8′′,8′′7′]
[1′2′,2′6′,6′8′′,8′′7′]
× [1′5′,5′6′,6′8′′,8′′7′]2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
〉
, (F6)
where x = 1′1 = 2′2 = 4′′3 = 3′4 = 5′5 = 6′6 = 8′′7 = 7′8,
and 1′ < 2′ < 4′′ < 3′ < 5′ < 6′ < 8′′ < 7′ < 1 < 2 < 3 <
4 < 5 < 6 < 7 < 8. The factors after the first “→” is obtained
by making the transformations 8 → 7′, 7 → 8′′, 6 → 6′,
5 → 5′, 4 → 3′, 3 → 4′′, 2 → 2′, and 1 → 1′ in order. This
produces the rows of factors, respectively. The state after the
vertex transformations is not yet the right state after the T
transformation; to obtain this a few mutation transformations
[Eqs. (23) and (24)] are needed. Figure 9 illustrates the
procedure of applying the necessary mutation transformations.
Four mutation moves T1, T2, T1, and T2 in order contribute
the last four 4-cocycles in Eq. (F6). Like the case of the S
transformation, the two blue (dash-dot) lines in Fig. 9(c) also
seem indicating two different T1 moves; however, since the
two 3-complexes 1′5′6′8′′7′ and 1′2′4′′3′7′ are identified in
the triangulation, the T1 move about 1′5′6′8′′7′ and that about
1′2′4′′3′7′ are done simultaneously and must be thought as a
single T1 move. Hence one can choose either 1′2′4′′3′5′ or
3′5′6′8′′7′ as the one being acted on by the T1. We choose
the former in Eq. (F6). The same logic applies to the T2
taking Fig. 9(c) to (d). Note also that, here, the T1 and T2 on
1′5′6′8′′7′ produce the same 4-cocycle [1′5′,5′6′,6′8′′,8′′7′].
Had we chosen the 4-simplex 1′2′4′′3′7′, we would obtain
[1′2′,2′4′′,4′′3′,3′7′]−1 for the T1 and the same for the T2, which
should not change the result of T x . Thus
[1′5′,5′6′,6′8′′,8′′7′] = [1′2′,2′4′′,4′′3′,3′7′]−1. (F7)
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Mutation moves used in the final step of
the T transformation. Certain edges are bent to emphasize that these
moves should be viewed in 4D. Panel (a) encodes a T1 move already,
about the 4-simplex 1′2′4′′8′′7′. There is only one T1 move from (b)
to (c) because the two four simplices 1′5′6′8′′7′ and 1′2′4′′3′7′ are the
same simplex.
In terms of the group elements explicitly, the action of T x
on the natural basis reads
T x |k,g,h〉
= [xhk,g¯h,g,k]−1[xhk,g¯h,k,g][xhk,k,g¯h,g]−1
× [xgx¯,xhk,k,g¯h][xhk,g,g¯h,k][xhk,k,g,g¯h][xgx¯,xhk,g¯h,k][xhk,g,k,g¯h]
× [xg¯hx¯,xhk,g,k][xg¯hx¯,xhk,k,g][xg¯hx¯,xgx¯,xhk,k]
× [xgx¯,xg¯hx¯,xhk,k][xkx¯,xhk,g¯h,g]
× [xkx¯,xgx¯,xhk,g¯h][xgx¯,xkx¯,xhk,g¯h][xkx¯,xhk,g,g¯h]
× [xg¯hx¯,xgx¯,xkx¯,xhk][xkx¯,xg¯hx¯,xgx¯,xhk][xg¯hx¯,xkx¯,xgx¯,xhk][xkx¯,xg¯hx¯,xhk,g]
× [xg¯hx¯,xkx¯,xhk,g][xgx¯,xkx¯,xg¯hx¯,xhk][xgx¯,xg¯hx¯,xkx¯,xhk][xkx¯,xgx¯,xg¯hx¯,xhk]
× [xgx¯,xg¯hx¯,xkx¯,xgx¯][xgx¯,xkx¯,xg¯hx¯,xgx¯]
[xkx¯,xgx¯,xg¯hx¯,xgx¯]
[xgx¯,xg¯hx¯,xgx¯,xkx¯]
× |xkx¯,xgx¯,xghx¯〉, (F8)
where Eq. (F7) is used to obtain the last fraction of two
4-cocycles. The T x transforms the basis vector |k,g,h〉 to
|xkx¯,xgx¯,xghx¯〉 because h = 13 → 1′3′ = xhhx¯, g = 12 →
1′2′ = xhgx¯, and k = 15 → 1′5′ = xkx¯. As to the physical
basis, we readily see that
T x : |k,g,h′〉 → |xkx,xgx,xgh′x¯〉. (F9)
The RHS of Eq. (F8) is already in such a form that by
rearranging the 4-cocycles, one reduces its complexity:
T x |k,g,h〉
= [xg¯hx¯,xhk]xkx¯,xgx¯[xhk,g¯h]xkx¯,xgx¯
× [xg¯hx¯,xgx¯]−1xkx¯,xgx¯ |xhx,xgx¯,xghx¯〉
= ηxkx¯,xgx¯(xg¯hx¯,hkx¯)
× βxkx¯,xgx¯(xg¯hx¯,xgx¯)−1|xhx,xgx¯,xghx¯〉, (F10)
where definitions (36) and (38) are assumed.
APPENDIX G: SOLUTIONS FOR
THE S AND T MATRICES
We derive Eq. (71) as follows. We first write down the
action of T |A,B,μ〉 explicitly:
T |A,B,μ〉 = T 1|A,B,μ〉
= 1√|G|
∑
k ∈ CA,g ∈ CBZk
h′ ∈ Zk,g
ηk,g(h′,h′gk)βk,g(h′,g)−1
× eχk,gμ (h′)|k,g,gh′〉
= 1|G|
∑
k ∈ CA,g ∈ CBZk
h′ ∈ Zk,g
r(ZA,B ,βkA,gB )∑
ν=1
ηk,g(h′,h′gk)
βk,g(h′,g)
× eχk,gμ (h′)eχk,gν (gh′)|A,B,ν〉,
where use is made of the inverse transformation (56). Since
k and g each must belong to only one conjugacy class,
in the second equality above, we can just keep the sum
over CA and CBZk . Owing to Proposition 7, χ
k,g
μ (h′) = 0 if
h′ is not βk,g regular. Thus, in the sum above, one should
keep only the terms with h′ being βk,g regular, for which
βk,g(h′,a) = βk,g(a,h′),∀a ∈ Zk,g,h′ . Clearly, h′gk ∈ Zk,g,h′ ;
hence ηk,g(h′,h′gk) = 1 holds. We then have
T |A,B,μ〉 = 1|G|
∑
k ∈ CA,g ∈ CBZk
h′ ∈ Zk,g
r(ZA,B ,βkA,gB )∑
ν=1
βk,g(h′,g)−1
× eχk,gμ (h′)eχk,gν (gh′)|A,B,ν〉.
Now by definition (44) of βk,g representation and Eq. (E13),
we have
eχk,gμ (h′)βk,g(h′,g)−1 = tr
[
eρk,gμ (h′)βk,g(h′,g)−1
]
= tr[eρk,gμ (h′g)eρk,gμ (g)−1]
= tr
[
eρk,gμ (h′g)
eχk
A,gB
μ (gB)
dimμ
1
]
= eχ
kA,gB
μ (gB)
dimμ
eχk,gμ (h′g).
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Hence, by the orthogonality condition in Eq. (54), and
noting that
∑
h′ =
∑
gh′ , we finally obtain
T |A,B,μ〉
= 1|G|
∑
k ∈ CA,g ∈ CBZk
h′ ∈ Zk,g
r(ZA,B )∑
ν=1
eχk
A,gB
μ (gB)
dimμ
× eχk,gμ (h′g)eχk,gν (gh′)|A,B,ν〉
= eχ
kA,gB
μ (gB)
dimμ
∑
k∈CA
|Zk|
|G|
∑
g∈CBZk
|Zk,g|
|Zk|
× 1|Zk,g|
∑
h′∈Zk,g
eχk,gμ (h′g)eχk,gν (gh′)|A,B,ν〉
= eχ
kA,gB
μ (gB)
dimμ
|A,B,μ〉, (G1)
confirming Eq. (71).
Next, we derive the S matrix elements in Eq. (69). We act
the S operator on a generic eigenvector |A′,B ′,ν〉 of the T
operator. By Eq. (63) with x set to 1, we have
S|A′,B ′,ν〉
= S1|A′,B ′,ν〉
= 1√|G|
∑
w ∈ CA′ ,u ∈ CB′Zw
v′ ∈ Zw,u
eχw,uν (v′)ηw,u(v′,v′uw)
× βv′u,w(w¯u,w)
βw,u(v′,u)
|v′u,w,w¯u〉
= 1√|G|
∑
w ∈ CA′ ,u ∈ CB′Zw
v′ ∈ Zw,u
eχw,uν (v′)
βv′u,w(w¯u,w)
βw,u(v′,u)
|v′u,w,w¯u〉,
where the fact that ηw,u(v′,v′uw) = 1 for βw,u-regular char-
acters eχw,uν (v′) that is otherwise zero is taken into account to
obtain the third quality. We then have
〈A,B,μ|S|A′,B ′,ν〉
= 1|G|
∑
k ∈ CA,g ∈ CBZk
h′ ∈ Zk,g
∑
w ∈ CA′ ,u ∈ CB′Zw
v′ ∈ Zw,u
eχw,uν (v′)
βw,u(v′,u)
×βv′u,w(w¯u,w)eχk,gμ (h′)〈k,g,h′|v′u,w,w¯u〉
= 1|G|
∑
k ∈ CA,g ∈ CBZk
h′ ∈ Zk,g
∑
w ∈ CA′ ,u ∈ CB′Zw
v′ ∈ Zw,u
eχw,uν (v′)
βw,u(v′,u)
×βk,g(h′,g)eχk,gμ (h′)δk,v′uδg,wδh′,w¯u, (G2)
where the second equality relies on the orthogonality condition
〈k,g,h′|v′u,w,w¯u〉 = δk,v′uδg,wδh′,w¯u. Aided by Eq. (E13) and
the following relations:
βk,g(h′,g)eρk,gμ (h′)† = eρk,gμ (h′g)†eρk,gμ (g)
⇔ βk,g(h′,g)eχk,gμ (h′) = eχk,gμ (h′g)
eχk
A,gB
μ (gB)
dimμ
and
βw,u(v′,u)−1eρw,uν (v′) = eρw,uν (v′u)eρw,uν (u)†
⇔ βw,u(v′,u)−1eχw,uν (v′) = eχw,uν (v′u)
eχw
A′ ,uB′
ν (uB
′)
dimν
,
which are a result of Definition (44), Eq (G2) becomes
〈A,B,μ|S|A′,B ′,ν〉
= 1|G|
eχk
A,gB
μ (gB)
dimμ
eχw
A′ ,uB′
ν (uB
′ )
dimν
∑
k ∈ CA,g ∈ CBZk
h′ ∈ Zk,g
∑
w ∈ CA′ ,u ∈ CB′Zw
v′ ∈ Zw,u
× eχw,uν (v′u)eχk,gμ (h′g)δk,v′uδg,wδh′,w¯u.
Finally, by absorbing the δ functions in the above equation and
noticing that
∑
h′ =
∑
h′g , we obtain
〈A,B,μ|S|A′,B ′,ν〉
= eχ
kA,gB
μ (gB)eχg
A′ ,h′B′
ν (h′B
′)
|G| dimμ dimν
∑
k ∈ CA ∩ Zg,h′ ,
g ∈ CBZk ∩ CA
′
h′ ∈ Zk,g ∩ CB′Zg
eχg,h
′
ν (k)eχk,gμ (h′),
which is precisely Eq. (69).
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